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Red Tails 2.0
in the tuskegee tradition
By lisa sylvia
The movie Red Tails documents
the progress made during World War II
with the achievements and inclusion of
minorities in aviation. The African
American Tuskegee Airmen overcame
segregation and bigotry to fly with the
best. Their desire to soar was stronger
than racism, and they stood out from all
other squadrons by painting the tails of
their planes red. One young boy, born not
long after the end of that war, had a
similar beckoning. Today, he takes off and
lands at Shannon Airport in his own “red tail.”
Captain Julius Garrett is a
mission pilot for the FXBG Composite
Squadron of the Civil Air Patrol. He is the
2.0 version of an aviation role model for
minorities, which represent fewer than six
percent of pilots in the U.S. His volunteer
service makes him a role model to cadets
throughout the Virginia Wing. He lives
here, but his story began in Oberlin, PA in
a house under the flight path of Olmstead
Air Force Base.
“As a boy, I was intrigued and
impressed seeing the flights of F86 Sabers,
F100 Super Sabers, and F4 Phantoms. I
rode my bicycle to a neighboring
community to a friend’s house on a hill

just three miles from the base to see
planes land and take off. In those days it
was not uncommon to hear the sonic
boom as the jets broke the sound barrier.
You could sometimes feel the boom and
the house would shake.” In the 1960’s, his
grandparents would take him to
Harrisburg-York State Airport to watch
the airliners.
“It was awesome standing thirty
yards or so away, seeing those big radial
engines start up with flames and smoke
spewing out and hearing the deep throaty
sound of the engines.”
Julius took his first ride in 1968
at age 15 in his father’s friend’s 1946
Cessna 140 to Goddard Space Flight Center
in Maryland. Mr. Shreve had his own
private grass airstrip near Wellsville, PA.
“I remember him explaining the
preflight, using the checklist, which he had
me read, the run-up and explanation of
the magneto check and setting the
compass. I vividly remember the sound of
the aluminum fuselage rattling like a bad
tin roof on a rickety shed and seeing the
end of the runway rapidly approaching… I
looked at Mr. Shreve and asked somewhat
nervously, ‘Are we going to get off?’”

They did and he remembers that
rattling followed by just the sound of the
engine and wind over the airframe. He
remembers subsequent flights over the
Bay Bridge to Kent Island, MD just to have
lunch. And the trip to Frederick to pick
up a paper mache donkey head for ‘A
Midsummer Night’s Dream’ production in
his hometown. He remembers high school
guidance counselors hearing his dreams of
becoming a pilot and astronaut and
reaching the Air Force Academy but not
encouraging him, a minority in the late
60’s. But Captain Garrett found another
way. He began pilot training in 1972 at
New River Marine Corps Air Station. He
attained his private and commercial
certificates and multi-engine rating, and
later, his instrument rating and instructor
certificates in flight, instrument, and
advanced ground.

The Composite Squadron of Civil
Air Patrol doubled in size under his twoyear command in 2010-2011.
He
recruited pilots and qualified them. He is
a Mission Pilot, Flight Observer, Flight
Scanner,
Transport
Mission
Pilot,
Mountain Pilot, Flight Release Officer,
Orientation Pilot, AFROTC Orientation
Pilot, Counterdrug Pilot, Check Pilot,
Check Pilot Examiner and Instructor Pilot,
certified in ground search and rescue with
Virginia Emergency Management.
A
father, step-father and grandfather, he is
also a Systems Analyst with the U.S. Postal
Service. And, on weekends, he soars over
Shannon Airport in “red tails”, training
young fliers of all backgrounds, and
continuing the Tuskegee tradition.
Lisa Sylvia, 2d Lt, CAP,
is Public Affairs Officer for the
Fredericksburg Composite Squadron.
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AutoKnown Better
westward ho!

medium cool
The whole world is a stage, and
we each perform in a medium of our own
choosing. This issue is about opportunity;
our individual opportunity to live our
dreams, choose our own medium, and
perform this thing called ‘life’. We see it
all around us – the actor, the
photographer, the painter, the chef, the
musician and singer, the filmmaker, the
novelist, the barista, the trailblazer and
pilot, the raconteur, the window dresser…
and so on and on in our hamlet called
Fredericksburg. To each his own for all to
see, hear, and dissect – a high wire act of
living life, taking risks, entertaining and
contributing of value to community.
On any given morning, the
presence of creativity is as sure a thing as
the rising sun. Pick up the morning paper
and there it is – while you slept, a team of
workers pieced together today’s news on
newsprint. If you go to your computer,
you will find it there, too, a different
medium, equally creative.
Next you might head into town
for a hot coffee-based drink at the hands
of a trained barista, who might also be a
musician, or a storyteller, or a farmer, or
all four! Distinct, creative medium and
diverse opportunities, all taken and run
with, each joyful and fulfilling in its own
right.
There it is, the start of your day.
Now walk yourself mentally through the
rest of the day and count the number of
creative people and various mediums you

come across and take part in.
The
revelation may astound you, like when
you finish at 5 and head to your favorite
watering hole for a cocktail invented by
a chef-sports analyst and an actorillustrator, and mixed, shaken and
served by a bartender-writer.
Who knows?
Your dinner
might be cooked by a carpenter-line
cook or served by a soccer coach-waiter.
The IT guy sitting next to you might
also weave his own fly fishing flies, or
perhaps the woman with the vintage
purse is a merchant as well as a blogger.
In each of their cases, talent and
opportunity have met and joined forces.
There is no conflict, no insistence on being
one or the other; instead, a symbiotic
blend of interests and talents that help
form the person to the delight of the
recipient community. It’s as though for
every cool person you know, you actually
know two or three.
Then at some point, each person
hones in on the one medium that drives
their inner juices to the max and makes
them want to live to be 100. They may be
60 or 30 when it happens, but when it
does, it opens up their greatest
opportunities to fulfill themselves, to live
life, and to leave a good footprint behind.
That’s what this issue is all about.
That is what, at least for me, my friends
are all about. Ever-crafting, ever-evolving,
ever pushing forward, they go, they see,
they do, they take and they give. For the

messages

Thanks for the shout out in
January. Classes are starting to fill up
and the shop is really busy!
Alex-Capshaw Taylor,
Olde Towne Yarnery

Thank you for featuring the
Showcase in January. It was great to see
the two eye-catching photos that you
chose, and Amy’s piece about Ray, too.
Weather permitting, we expect a good
turnout of Front Porch readers. It’s neat
to see the different aspects of the arts,
too, including supporting the arts as
collectors, which I hope we can all do on
some level.
Thanks for all your hard work!
Lou Gramann, a long-time volunteer for
Fredericksburg Songwriters’ Showcase
We loved the write up you did on
us (January). Michael and I picked up
copies to show off to whoever would
listen. Thank you, you put our story
together in a very complimentary way. I
have already gotten some emails from
friends who read it. What a great way to
start off the year!
Carla Geddes, Infinite Possibilities
Many Thanks for that article
(January). Wow. That was huge. That
was very nice of you. I cant thank you
enough.
Melvin “VideoMann” Brown

Front porch fredericksburg

Thank you so much for the time
you put in editing our article (January),
and giving it a wonderful title and
subhead that fit so nicely with the theme
of the issue. We just would not have been
able to put it together in time without
you going the extra mile to help us make
it happen.
Terri Powers
Assistant Manager
Ten Thousand Villages in Fredericksburg

Hey all you Art Lovers,
It’s First Friday again (January) and I
had planned to follow my Jan/Feb
instincts and hibernate UNTIL I read the
current issue of Front Porch Magazine,
and our great friend and head
cheerleader for the arts of all sorts made
me realize that I need to be here tonight.
There’s lots of great art in the gallery
and I bought a new bottle of red at the
Giant. Help me drink it. — Paula
Paula Rose of P Rose Gallery on Caroline

By Rim Vining

win. For Fredericksburg, Virginia, and in
some cases, in a wider berth for a larger
community.
It is, to me, one of the
fascinating aspects of the human mind
and soul.
You could take away my cell
phone and my Internet. You could hide
my beer and bourbon. But never shut me
out from contact with those people who
make such sense of life and make it better
for everyone who lives here. They are
family or friends or acquaintances or
strangers. But they are ours and they
matter. So go inside and learn about
them. Take time to know them. And
enjoy the opportunity to read them, cover
to cover.

Hey Lady and Gent, wanted to
say thanks for the Scene & Heard
mention (January). I am truly grateful
for your help and think you are both very
good looking.
xoxo
Brandon Newton
The
article
(January)
is
wonderful, Amy (Pearce) did a great job.
Thank you for the opportunity to share
and be a part of Front Porch. Many
blessings to you and your family. See you
soon.
Sincerely,
Trish Beaulieu

by jo middleton
well. She lived to be 102 and rarely did
anything that didn’t serve her needs. She
never spoke of that trip or told stories of
the wonders they had seen. No radio, no
A/C. no iPad and no way in hell I would
have thought that was a good idea. Still
don’t.
‘Cause you’ll need that money
when you get out west, Headin’ for the
Cumberland Gap, No Crap! Headin’ for
the Cumberland Gap.
So while I am a guy who likes to
drive and will drive most anything
anywhere, the distances required for a
“vacation” ride to the southwest are too
long for the AARP guy. In college I once
drove a friend’s “Cricket” to Florida over
spring break — (How many of you had one
of those wonderful rides?) — and
hitchhiked
back
with
my
girlfriend. Hitchhiked! It was getting
picked up by the two dudes snorting liquid
shoe polish in a terry cloth towel that
cured me of such adventures. Black shoe
polish too, so their faces resembled
characters from some weird Charlie
Chaplin / Al Jolson skit with Buster Keaton
as the side man. Insanity.
So really, use this month to recharge those batteries, plan your repair
assault on that sports car’s clutch or the
motorcycle’s tires. Don’t push it because
you’ll only be disappointed when after a
beautiful sunny start to your Saturday
you find yourself shoveling snow on
Sunday.
Me? I’m gonna’ change planes in
Atlanta, stay in wonderful Scottsdale
thanks to my friend Frank’s benevolence,
and do some relaxing, sightseeing and
preparing for the coming springtime
events, sans snow.
Reach Rim at autoknown@aol.com It’s
quicker than sticking your thumb out.

I’ve mentioned Chester the
German Shepherd who lived, loved,
laughed and died over on Hanover
Street. Even while I had my own dogs, I
loved Chester best. The love of Chester’s
life was Gorgeous Black Lab who lived in
one of those elegant brick houses on
George Street. Gorgeous would slip out
from time to time and Chester was always
there to meet her. Up Hanover they’d go,
tails held high, enjoying life and love, until
SHE came. She was Gorgeous Black Lab’s
mistress, who’d drive up on the romantic
duo in her station wagon, roll down the
window, and in tones that would terrify
even Boris Karloff in Dracula drag, she’d
growl, “Get in the Car.” The car door was
open and waiting, and Gorgeous Black Lab
would, head bowed, tailed curled under,
get into the car. Off they would spin,
leaving poor Chester forlorn, but knowing,
in his loving heart of hearts, there would
be another day.
There are some cutey pa-tootey
canines here in Mississippi where we’ve
retired again. Let me make it clear, I’m
born and bred Virginian, but between the
stock market, and Fred becoming a DC
suburb with attendant costs and
congestion, we had to go where the living
is cheap and easy. In truth, it’s a great
spot in which to be old and gray, though
in my heart of hearts I’ll always be a
Cavalier! But, the dogs here are Chesterlike
and
loveable.
Leash
laws
notwithstanding, these boys and girls
roam free. Not nice when you’ve just
landscaped and watch a doggy leg rise to
water your lilies. They are mostly hounds,
of the true Snoopy variety. They roam in

pairs; one pair I think is a Mom and Son.
She’s definitely the Alpha, and he’s a
young’un.
My favorite, however, is a loner
Hound, of the bluetick variety. Down the
hill he comes in front of our house,
usually every morning. He’s a boy on a
mission, marching with purpose, ears
flapping, tail held high, to the end of the
street, where he makes a sharp left and
travels on. This time I called to him, with
that you stop and visit me and I’ll give you
a milkbone treat tone. He stopped, sat
down and looked at me.
Deciding I
probably was not worth his time, he
started forward again, but stopped. He
turned around and headed back from
where he came, tail down, looking sad. I
knew exactly what happened. He forgot
where he was going. Here was my kindred
spirit. I knew the pattern well. You go
back from where you came and your
memory bank miraculously switches
on. Poor lad, I had interrupted his hike,
and his joy. He hasn’t been back, and who
can blame him. Walkus Interruptus by an
old
broad
in
sweatshirt
and
jeans. Someday he’ll forget that happened
and I’ll see him again. In the meantime,
I’ll try to remember where the back porch
is, and do my thing, retired and buck
naked.

Jo Middleton remembers Fredericksburg
but knows she’s in Mississippi.

Give a Child

Hi Rob! Just want to say that
January’s issue of FP is so good. What a
tribute to the artists, patrons and
creative people who make Fredericksburg
such a great place to live. I miss it! I was
really sorry to read of the passing of John
Holmfeld - such a kind, gentle and smart
man. What a loss.
Jackie Lakely
Chicago
Great February cover was
perfect for Valentine’s Day. Nice looking
couple, too.
Terry Dean

On The Back Porch
Cavalier canine

Thank you, Martin Mull & Steve Martin…
every adventure needs a theme song.
Saddle up your buckboard and
crack your whip, tell your horse that the
course is the mighty Missisipp’…
There’s a reason they call it
“March Madness” and it has nothing to do
with college basketball. March is neither
fish ‘nor fowl, neither winter nor spring
and certainly not known for much beside
the Ides and St Patrick’s Day. Even Easter
can’t make up its mind as to which month
to fall in. When I was in construction it
meant beautiful clear skies with too much
wind and this incredibly heavy mud stuck
to
your
boots...
followed
by
a
snowstorm.
It is that lingering time
between Super Bowl and Opening Day. It
is that no man’s land between planning
your automotive adventures for the
season and actually getting started on the
projects at hand. Too wet to plow and too
windy to load rocks…. I say it is time to
travel!
Take your strongest sons and
shoot the rest, Sell your daughter with
the biggest breasts…
But
go
where?
The
Keys? Cancun? The Islands? Follow the
Captain and Spock where no man has gone
before? Nope, for me it will be to follow
where my Grandparents went on their
“tour” after their wedding in 1936. This
was Flossie’s second marriage to a rather
Victorian, Kentucky born, semi-retired
artillery officer so they were probably in
their forties when they left Washington
DC for a grand automotive tour of
America.
Their first stop was at the
Princess
Anne
Hotel
here
in
Fredericksburg. I have a post card to that
effect. I also have the route map to the
southwest and back and various telegrams
and correspondence informing everyone
of what a wonderful time they were
having.
I don’t know about you but I am
thinking a cross country run to the
southwest in 1936 was a long, hot, dusty
trail ride. I knew my grandmother pretty

Retired & Buck Naked

Something to
Think About
Books, Games, Amusing Novelties
M-Sat. 10am-6pm; Sun. 1pm-4pm

810 Caroline Street
(540) 371-5684
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At Lotus Blossom Learning Center

Happy Trails To You

lauren foster’s teaching style

advocates on a dirty mission

By shellie ridder
Lauren Foster has come to realize
that all people do not learn in the same
way. Learning, she says, is as unique to
the individual as are their fingerprints.
However, learning styles often go
unnoticed or are individually mismatched.
The results are learning difficulties and
lack of success. Lauren is devoted to
changing that, by helping others to
discover their unique learning style,
enabling them to succeed in the classroom
and beyond.
Learning begins when we are first
born, where the world is a marvel. As we
grow, we are constantly discovering the
world through our five senses. We take in
each new experience and store it in our
brains. Environmental influences nurture
our growth and development, creating
learning habits; thus forming a foundation
of learning. Our innate and individually
inherent style of processing information
combines
with
our
environmental
influences to comprise our personal
development and growth.
Finally, we
cultivate our habit of learning.
For most, this habit of learning is
successful; for some, it doesn’t suit. An
unsuccessful habit of learning can cause

small struggles, which may mount into
bigger struggles detrimental to a lifetime
of learning. The struggling learner does
not understand how to become a better
learner, or even what type of learner he is.
There are the basic learning style
categories: the auditory learner (learning
by listening), the visual learner (learning
by seeing), and the kinesthetic learner
(hands on learner). How can one person
be placed into just one category of a
particular learning style? Lauren Foster
has discovered that a person cannot be
placed into just one category. Yet, for
most, this is their struggle. How do they
learn best if they don’t know how best
they learn?
During Lauren’s first year of
teaching, a class that stood out the most
to her was that of 13 students, deemed
special education by state standards.
Their learning disabilities were a buffet
table of diagnoses; yet the grim reality was
that for most of the students, they felt
different and lacked the confidence and
skills to succeed. Moreover, a real obstacle
was present in the minds of these students
envisioned as an invisible pedestal that
placed students without a special

education label at the top and themselves
at the very bottom.
Lauren understood her students’
struggles and along with her daily lesson
plans, taught her small class new ways to
organize, study, decode, comprehend,
identify, set personal goals, and time
management skills. The majority of her
students flourished and became very
successful
with
school,
building
confidence, and eventually shedding their
special education status. Working closely
throughout the year with her class of 13
students,
Lauren
began
to
truly
understand their individual frustrations.
Her epiphany was that that not only could
she teach students a particular subject,
such as English, but she could also
empower them even more by helping them
to discover their unique learning style and
lead them to a life rich with learning and
success.
Lauren received her Master of
Arts degree in Education from the
University of Phoenix, where she
graduated Cum Laude.
She specializes
today in Educational Therapy. As founder
and director of Lotus Blossom Learning
Center, Lauren takes a unique approach to

Master The
Art of Cooking

By jonathan dunn

teaching
clients
success
through
therapeutic,
innovative
techniques.
Lauren also has six years of professional
literacy training through the University of
Kentucky, has taught special education in
private and public schools, and taught
English at the secondary level in our area’s
public schools.
For more information, please visit:
www.lotusblossomlearning.com or email
Lauren Foster to schedule an initial
consultation and evaluation:
LaurenFoster@lotusblossomlearning.com
Shellie Ridder is Managing Director of
SER & Associates, Inc, 540-273-7547.

CHUCK HOFFMAN
REALTOR, ABR, SFR, MBA
I will provide professional
help for both home buyers
and sellers to accomplish
your real estate objectives!
TRUSTED & CANDID SERVICE FOR DOWNTOWN
FREDERICKSBURG & NEARBY COMMUNITIES
Award Winning Service

www.yourFREDrealtor.com
540-370-0695 Direct 540-845-1468 Cell
540-373-0100 Office 540-370-0757 Fax
choffman@cbcarriagehouse.com

Clay, paint, metal, food, vocal
chords, guitar strings. These are just
some of the mediums used by local artists
that make the City a place where people
want to visit and in my case put down
roots. FATMUG, the Fredericksburg Area
Trail Maintenance and User Group, would
like to add another medium to that list,
dirt. Specifically, dirt that meanders
through the woods, atop bluffs, and along
the river that is one of Fredericksburg’s
true gems, the Rappahannock. Founded
in 2008 by local mountain bikers Stephen
Craig and Andrew West, FATMUG has as its
core mission to protect and expand bicycle
access to off-road trails in the
Fredericksburg
area
through
communication, education, advocacy, and
trail work.
The two had been riding and
recreating on the trail network that lies
upstream of the John Warner rapids for
many years. The trail network locally
known as the Quarry Trails had evolved
over many decades from game trails into
the well established multi-use trail system
that it is prized by recreationalists from a
variety of disciplines including hiking, bird
watching, cross country running, and their

passion, mountain biking. Local trail users
dedicated to the art of dirt kept the trails
passable after hurricanes and built trails
to suit their passions. As the popularity of
the trails has increased in recent years,
Craig and West sought to create a
community of trail artists and users.
Progress in the form of land
development, disagreements between trail
users, and environmental degradation
have all led to the loss of access to
mountain bikes in many parts of the
country.
In an attempt to have
Fredericksburg’s Quarry Trails avoid the
same fate, FATMUG’s goals include the
education of trail users on proper trail
etiquette and the proper trail design.
Trail work days are periodically scheduled
and volunteers willing enough to swing a
McLoed trail tool for a few hours are
rewarded with seeing their trail art in
future adventures at the Quarry.
One such trail work day on a cold,
rainy Saturday in October brought
together a small but hearty crew of novice
and expert trail artists. Held at a pavilion
graciously provided by the Virginia
Outdoor Center and Friends of the
Rappahannock, the crew took in a

presentation
by
the
International
Mountain Bicycling Association about
proper trail design and construction. Also
on hand was City’s Watershed Property
Manager, Lee Sillitoe, to discuss the effects
of sediment and trail degradation on the
Rappahannock River. After some much
needed hot soup, and about 5 hours worth
of tool swinging, the group succeeded in
rerouting a section of trail that had
become unsustainable due to erosion and
improper design.
Spring is right around the corner
and as the trail using community begins to
get out on the trails again, FATMUG has a
couple of projects in the works. Working
with the City and a private land owner
whose property is used to access the
Quarry trails, FATMUG has plans to repair
a horribly muddy section of trail that was
once a narrow walking path along the
river. If you’ve got the creative itch, but
haven’t found your medium, give dirt a
try. Visit FATMUG.org for details.

with a
Cooking Class
at

374-0443
www.shopwhittingham.com
1021 Caroline Street

Jonathan Dunn is a helicopter pilot and
a member of FATMUG.
His favorite mediums are sky and earth.

Roxbury Farm & Garden Center
Knowledgeable Staff & Quality Products
Established in 1929Celebrating Our 83rdYear

520 William Street, Suite A, Fredericksburg, VA 22401
Chuck Hoffman is a licensed salesperson in the Commonwealth of Virginia
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Ever So Exciting

The Boy Who Drew Soldiers

jennifer Church’s success is in the bag

In the material world, there are
few things more important to a woman
than her handbag. A woman’s handbag is
like a close friend — it harbors secrets and
personal facts. No one quite understands
that better than Jennifer Church, the
owner-operator of Ever Sew English in
Eagle Village.
Every handbag in her
boutique is made by her and her custom
tote team. Jennifer, who has been sewing
since her childhood days in merry old
England, went to work there in a textile
factory as a seamstress before crossing
the pond for a career in medical
administration.
Fortunately – for us as well as for
herself – Jennifer couldn’t let go of her
itch to sew.
When she tired of the
corporate bureaucracy, she tuned into her
husband’s advice to go solo and sew. After
all, she had already been stitching some
incredible handbags – and to rave reviews
–so the move to a serious profit-making
venture was an easy leap. She was selling
well at craft shows and in customers’
homes soon after the Church’s arrival in
Spotsylvania County in 2000.
Mac gladly helped, using his savvy
as a mortgage lender with SunTrust to
crunch numbers and cheerlead Jennifer’s
efforts. Their marketing effort – a blend
of mixed media and pure personality – is
managed by both Mac and Jennifer.
Location, location, location came into play
when Jennifer took Ever Sew out of their
Spotsy home (how curious the neighbors
had been as delivery trucks delivered what

seemed like tons of material and
equipment through the garage) and into
her current 1,800 square-foot space in
22401 after a two-year search.
Her timing could not have been
more
perfect,
with
Eagle
Village
developing rapidly to include the
university, the hospital and a hotel, but
still at the ground floor for good deals on
leases when she signed up; plus, plenty of
parking in front of the shop, and vivid
colors inside and out to attract smiles and
shoppers. Even Jennifer’s mini-van bears
Ever Sew’s signature color pallet.
The shop itself is a clever layout
that includes a comfortable Man Cave and
the “secretive” production room in back.
The merchandise is dually impressive.
Smartly, Jennifer has the blessing of the
University of Mary Washington for a UMW
line of handbags, totes, and laptop
carriers all embroidered with the UMW
Eagle logo and name. Every single item
bears a stitched logo tag that says
“EverSewEnglish Made in Fredericksburg,
Virginia”. Shop Local, Shop Small, y’all.
The Fredericksburg, VA line of
tote bags is a sure hit for tourists and
townies.
The custom work knows no
boundaries; witness the New York Giants’
team jacket being embroidered with the
words “Super Bowl Champions” and each
of the four years representing the Giants’
four Super Bowl titles.
Probably the fan favorites of Ever
Sew English repeat customers are the
positive “You Dream It, We Create It!”
custom design attitude and the socially
dynamic ‘Tote Gatherings” held in the
gathering room outside the secret
assembly area opposite the showroom
floor. Get the details at Ever Sew English,
1217 Jefferson Davis Hwy. or call Jennifer
371-3
3547. The
and her team at 540-3
website is EverSewEnglish.com, and
Jennifer’s
email
is
Jenifer@EverSewEnglish.com.
I can’t wait to return with my
wife to show her the spring pastels and
the peace sign handbags for our daughter.
They will both leave their ever so common
Vera Bradley’s behind to shop for the
unique and locally made, ever-so-English
look. I’ll be waiting in the Man Cave. — RG

High Utility Bills?
Uncomfortable Rooms?
Hot in the Summer?
Cold in the Winter?
Find the solution to your home’s
problems & stop wasting money..
Schedule an Energy Audit today!
Qualified Fredericksburg City and Caroline Co homeowners eligible for rebates
up to $6,000 on a first-come basis. Visit www.GWHELP.org to find out more
BPI and RESNET certified auditors 540-735-0848 www.BPRetrofitters.com
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presents

The Narrative Essay of Marine Combat Artist
Michael Fay

The Magnolia Ball

By Brittany DeVries

Saturday, March 31, 2012
6:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Fredericksburg Expo &
Conference Center
Cocktail Hour and Silent Auction
Dinner followed by Dancing
to Fredericksburg Big Band
$90 per person / $650 per table of 8
Black tie optional Cash Bar

Tickets On Sale Now!
Phone:

(540) 361-7071
E-mail:

cchavez@hospicesupportcare.org
Web:

www.hospicesupportcare.org
PROCEEDS

BENEFIT

HOSPICE SUPPORT CARE

Ask about Sponsorship and
Promotional/Memorial Ad Opportunities.
Silent Auction Items Accepted

The chalky rust color on the
canvas was cloudy, tedious, even ugly, and
the shade filled your eyes and lungs like
the lingering scratch of a throat cold that
won’t dissipate. “All of this red is from
blown up brick villages,” he said, diving
into an art analysis before I could even set

my purse down and find a pen. The
canvas balanced on an easel in the
kitchen-turned-studio
of
his
Fredericksburg dependency, one image
amidst a flurry of paint tubes, clothespinhung sketches and a mannequin garbed
in authentic 1908 British Tommy and his
grandfather’s reading glasses.
On its
lapel is a gold pin for the Artists’ Rifles
Regiment. “The white is from clay and
chalk,” referring to the raised acrylic
brushstrokes shaping the beginning
stages of a smoldering French battlefield.
A menacing barbed wire fence runs
through the painting’s vanishing point,
like a jagged horizon. “Germans had
beautiful fortifications—how they piled
their sandbags was exact.”
Chief Warrant Officer-2 Michael
Fay is a combat artist for the U.S. Marine
Corps;
this
French
battlefield
painting is for a children’s book he is
creating as part of his MFA (U of
Hartford). The main character is a
boy whose hobby of sketching soldiers
and tanks follow him through his
experience as a soldier. A true Marine,
Fay’s naturalist attention to details,
research and facts infiltrates his thesis
work as though on a reconnaissance
mission to his imagination. “Just the
smell of this battlefield, from the gas
and rotting bodies. How do you get
smell in a picture?
With colors;
brassy, almost nauseating. Here, I’m
doing illustration—making a point.”
Showing the American public the
truth of war is a mission of the Marine
Corps Combat Art Program, Go to
war, do art. 350 artists and 8,000
works currently comprise USMC’s art
collection, esteemed in part to art’s
keen ability to reassure. “Art is a
slowed vision. It is a very human
thing.”
Unlike a photographer, a
combat artist is always a soldier. “If
they were putting me on patrol, one
guy didn’t go. I was always a Marine
first.”
His artistic commission adjoins
13 years active duty (enlisted 1978,
mortarman; returned to PSU for BS in Art
Ed; reenlisted 1983, avionics tech for
Presidential Helicopter Squadron and
Marine Medium Helicopter Squadron, till
1993). Fay’s gig as a combat artist didn’t
arrive until 2000. His well-earned civilian
life was the antithesis of his expectations,
as he floundered between jobs and
struggled with marriage. “I was a jack of
all trades, master of none. I didn’t pick up
a pencil or touch a brush and at times I
said, ‘Screw art. I just want to be a mail
man, have a job where I can go to work
and go home.’” The Artist’s Way, a selfdirection
read
imparting
creative

expression as life’s natural direction,
became Fay’s compass.
He met nowretired Lt. Donna Leary painting a Civil
War scene at a shop downtown.
His
artistic talent and steadfast background
impressed her. She enlisted Fay into the
Reserves as an artist-correspondent.
“Next thing you know you’re out doing it,
in all directions: newspapers, lectures at
university, museum exhibitions.”
His
collection is at the National Museum of
the Marine Corps and the James A.
Michener Art Museum. “I wish I could tell
you it prevented me from having a raging
case of PTSD, but it hasn’t.”
A combat artist’s value is in
depicting not a snapshot of a millisecond
but a time capsule of personal account,
responses,
feelings
and
thoughts
surrounding conflict.
They inform,

influence, suffer, and linger on the trying
scope of war. “It didn’t start with me and
it’s not going to end with me… I can tell
you, you find out a lot about yourself. I
did okay and I’m grateful. Who knew?”
Up the stairs from where we sat at a
dining table flooded with graduate
assignments and soldiers of various art
mediums, a laminated roll of sketches sits
under the bed — the plentiful work of an
eager, talented young boy, held onto by
his mother as if DaVinci’s best. And they
were, every page filled with tanks, planes,
battles, uniforms and, of course, soldiers.
Brittany E. De Vries of The National
Horseman writes regularly
in Front Porch.
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Dreams Reclaimed
606 Caroline Street
Old Town Fredericksburg
373-7847
www.gemstonecreations.org
Tuesday - Saturday 10-5
Wednesday 10-6:30

Where Fredericksburg Gets Engaged

Open mic at the pool hall
A lost
American
dream,
he
walks in while
we’re setting
up.
Old

Glory doo-rag over his gray
hair, backpack on his back,
and
stories
like
you
wouldn’t believe. In the
middle of one of those tales
— about life and loss and music — he says,
“Every song is a story and every song
holds a little truth.” Amen, brother. He’s
more than a little odd and we don’t know
him from Adam, but he can play a
harmonica like no one else in the room
and, once we start, he sits in on a few sets.
In November, with a little push
from Hannah Bloodgood and Laura
Shepherd and with the intent to play
music together and have a good time,
Scott Wagner and I began hosting open
mic at the Recreation Center. Also known
as the Pool Hall, the Rec Center is a well
known Fredericksburg institution and has
an atmosphere all its own, but every
Wednesday night brings in a whole new vibe.
Weekly regular Abbe Buck
compares its informal, relaxed flavor to
the coffeehouses of the 50’s and 60’s.
“People know one another and if they
don’t, soon they will. Someone will be
there to introduce them.”
The music is eclectic. Stephen Hu
plays a bluegrass set that has us all singing
along; Tom Arbisi and Tim Garrett give us
perfectly honed Beatles covers; and Robert
Davezac woos us with a passionate tango
or three. Larry Hinkle stops by to play or
to back up folks on one of his Kalea
ukuleles; and Jenna & Jay Kole come to
preview new work, play their favorite
songs, or just to listen.

Turn Your Pot of Gold
Into a Pile of Cash!
Unwanted Gold? We Want It!
Fair Market Prices Paid
Wanted:10kt, 14kt,18kt and dental gold

212 William Street,Fredericksburg
540-373-5513
Mon-Fri 9-5:30; Sat 9-5
10
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By emily barker

Artist Barbara Deal attended the
first couple of Wednesdays alone, but one
week brought her husband, Jack Lord.
Next day, he went out and bought a new
guitar and has played it for us every
Wednesday since.
“This
is
a
dream come true
for me,” Barbara
says. “It’s a new
and
welcome
addiction. Jack is
in hog heaven.”
Well, so are we.
Jack’s voice is
smooth
and
sweet, his song
s e l e c t i o n
impeccable.
Like the open mics I attended
back when I was just starting to pluck on
a guitar, this one has come to mean more
than was ever intended. This isn’t just a
place to hear Fredericksburg’s finest
players, but a refuge for friends, who —
we’ve discovered — long to play and have
the chops though maybe not the nerve.
It’s fun coaxing them out of their shells
and hearing them share their craft.
We’re deep into the list when
Kristin Pacello arrives to make her singing
debut; a Neil Young song, then a
devotional chant called Kirtan (A first at
open mic, I’m sure.).
“It’s like singing and playing in
your living room,” says Kristin about the
experience. And she wants all ya’ll to join
the fun. “It’s a terrific weekly gathering at
the best venue in town. If you have any
doubts, check it out for yourself. The
proof is in the overheard conversations
about being inspired to pick up a guitar
after ten or twenty years, or, like me, sing
in an open mike for the first time. If you
want to strum, bang or belt it out in public,
come on down and fulfill your dreams.”
Emily Barker fulfils her musical dreams
in many of FXBG’s favorite venues.

Broadway Star
Comes To Our Cabaret
Nicole Foret Oberleitner
is “sally Bowles” at Riverside

She has seen the lights of
Broadway, performed on stage in many a
great theater, and is here at Riverside
Center, “thrilled to be playing ‘Sally
Bowles’, a real character from a tough
time in history” and the lead female role
in the award-winning musical Cabaret, at
Riverside Dinner Theater March 10-April
29.
“This is a dream role for me,”
writes Nicole Foret Oberleitner (she uses
her single and married surnames), of
‘Sally’. “I remember seeing the movie with
Liza Minnelli. As I got a little older, I read
The Berlin Stories (by Christopher
Isherwood), I Am Camera (the play), and
was honored to see Alan Cummings and
Mary McCormack on Broadway.” Nicole’s
endorsement of Cabaret — “I believe
Theatre/Art should affect us - the artist
and the viewer. We should walk away
having been entertained as well as having
learned something. Theater should evoke
an emotion or spark intellectual curiosity.
I believe Cabaret does just that” —
expresses the essence of theater’s
responsibility.
It is the mark of an
experienced actor, yes; but also, a ‘person’
living life as though ‘the whole world is a
stage’ (with Nicole among its genuine
performers).
The New Orleans native moved to
Richmond as a sophomore in high school.
“I received most of my dance training in
New Orleans, but began my career at 15
performing shows at Kings Dominion.” So
how does a ’Nawlins southerner portray a
Brit? “It has taken me years to master it,
but now I’m comfortable with my ability.”
Her character, ‘Sally Bowles’, is a

challenge: “This is difficult. She
has changed over the years. Her
portrayal in The Berlin Stories was
very tragic - probably truest to
form… I wish to show Sally as a
street savvy, immature woman
whose pursuit of stardom blinds
her from the reality around her. I
think she is quite likable - maybe
merely for the fact that Germany
looks better through Sally’s
eyes…”
Nicole’s insight makes
watching her perform that much
more compelling, not that Cabaret
needs to offer more incentive; it
already sends a message layered
deep inside the pomp and
glamour. “It is about real people,
how they grew and changed during
a hard time. It’s a survival story.”
The subject of Nazism is a serious
one, challenging to act out
musically, and very close to Nicole,
whose
personal
relationships
include people who lived through
this time period.
She performed in
Harmony, a show set in 1930’s Berlin; for
many WWII Veterans over the years with
the USO and The National WWII Museum;
she has family who fought in war, and “a
dear
friend
who
was
in
three
concentrations camps.”
Nicole, one might proffer, was
made for this role. Her experience ignites
the anticipation of seeing her –- from
Kings Dominion and cruise ships, to
casinos and the Big Apple (with a list way
long on a page of Playbill), to regional
theater, national tours, and television
commercials — and adds great presence to
other greats at Riverside. “Cabaret’s codirector, Riverside’s associate artistic
director Patrick A’Hearn is, in one word,
awesome… All of our creative team is
exceptional. Jason J. Michael, our musical
director is gifted and extremely thorough,
and Penny Ayn Maas, co-director and
choreographer, has lived and breathed
Cabaret.
We are performing original
choreography from the revival, and I
believe their expertise will make this show
stand out… It is quite racy (and) we’re
playing it true to form. I believe…we have
a hit!” After Cabaret, Nicole has been
offered Charity in Sweet Charity at the
Theatre at Fort Lee (NJ), and is
auditioning for Anything Goes, the next
show at Riverside.
Whether this
southerner stays here or heads north,
audiences will have another opportunity
to watch her in her favorite medium. But
first — grasp the opportunity to see
Nicole Foret Oberleitner at Riverside
(riversidedt.com)
—RG
front porch fredericksburg
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In the Kitchen

Vino

with bonnie De Lelys
Wine Not?
I am on a "Wine Kick" this month - wine is great at the end of the
day but it is also good to cook with. So this month's recipes have
wine as an ingredient (you can always drink the left over).

the growing grape economy
By scott richards

5-H
Hour Beef Stew

- Relax for the afternoon - Serve with a warm loaf of bread, salad, and red wine.
3 Lbs Stew Beef; 1 Can Mushroom Soup; 1 Can Cream of Celery Soup; Pkg dried onion
soup; Chopped celery, carrots, onions and peeled small potatoes
Combine all in ovenproof pot. Place in 275 oven for 5 hrs - stir once or twice and
serve - better the next day.

Chicken with Red Wine

8 slices bacon, cut crosswise into thin strips; 2 tablespoons olive oil; 6 quarter
chicken pieces (legs and thighs); 1 1/2 teaspoons kosher salt, plus more for chicken;
freshly ground black pepper; 1 (1 pound) bag frozen pearl onions, thawed; 8 cloves
garlic, smashed; 1 pound cremini mushrooms, halved; 3 russet potatoes, peeled and
cut into large rounds (thirds); 3 carrots, peeled and cut into 2-inch pieces; 1/3 cup
all-purpose flour; 4 sprig fresh thyme; 2 bay leaves; 2 1/2 cups full-bodied red wine;
2 cups low-sodium chicken broth; 1/2 cup fresh parsley leaves, roughly chopped; 3
tablespoons red wine vinegar.
Cook bacon over medium heat in olive oil in a large Dutch oven until crisp, about
8 min. Remove with slotted spoon and set aside.
Season chicken pieces generously with salt and pepper and brown in 2 batches in
bacon drippings. Set aside.
Pour off about half of pan drippings then add onions, garlic, and mushrooms.
Cook over medium-high heat until browned, about 8 min.
Stir in potatoes and carrots. Add 1 1/2 tsp salt and the flour, stir to coat
vegetables. Pour in wine and chicken broth, stir until no lumps in flour. Add chicken,
thyme, bay leaves, and half of bacon to stew.
Bring to boil then reduce to simmer. Cover and braise until chicken and vegetables
are almost tender, about 40 min.
Uncover and cook until sauce thickens, about 10 min. Stir in parsley, vinegar.
Adjust seasoning w/ salt and pepper, to taste; serve w/remaining bacon.

Italian Cheese Fondue

8 oz grated Fontina; 8 oz grated Gruyere; 5 tsp cornstarch; 6 oz thinly sliced pancetta,
chopped; 2 cups dry white wine; freshly ground black pepper; 2 tblsp chopped chives.
Toss Fontina and Gruyere w/cornstarch in medium bowl to coat.
Saute pancetta in heavy large saucepan over medium heat until crisp and golden,
about 8 min.
Using slotted spoon, transfer pancetta to plate. Pour off excess oil.
Pour wine into same saucepan and bring to boil. Decrease heat to medium.
Whisk 1 handful of cheese mixture into wine until almost melted.
Repeat w/remaining cheese mixture in about 4 more batches. Continue whisking
until cheese is completely melted and fondue bubbles, about 1 min.
Stir in all but 2 tblsp pancetta. Season fondue w/pepper, to taste.
Transfer cheese mixture to fondue pot.
Sprinkle remaining pancetta and chives. Set pot over candle or canned heat
burner.
Serve w/foccacia and vegetables.

Bonnie De Lelys is Innkeeper at The Richard Johnston Inn.
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While most of the time these
columns are about wineries and more
culinary trends involving wine in Virginia,
it is important to know the effect the wine
industry has had on our economy.
On February 2, 2012, Governor
McDonnell’s office issued a press release
concerning the study, The Economic
Impact of Wine and Wine Grapes on the
State of Virginia - 2010, commissioned by
the Virginia Wine Board. The very next
day, Todd P. Haymore, Secretary of
Agriculture and Forestry, presented it to a
convention of the Virginia Vineyard
Association at the Omni Hotel in
Charlottesville.
In short, the facts and figures
released show the phenomenal growth and
impact this industry has had. According
to the study, the wine industry
contributes $747,000,000.00 dollars
(almost three quarters of a billion dollars)
annually to the Virginia economy,
representing a 106 percent increase over
the $361,834,000 that was shown in the
last impact study in 2005. In addition, in
a time when unemployment is quite an
issue, jobs in the Virginia wine industry
have grown by 50 percent from 3,162 in
2005 to 4,753 in 2010. This increase in
employment stimulated an 86 percent
increase in wages from $84 million dollars
to $156 million over the same time
period.
At the end of 2010, Virginia was
ranked number 12 in the country, with
193
wineries.
Currently,
the
Commonwealth is number five in the
nation, with 210 wineries, producing
462,000 cases, or 5.5 million bottles of
wine, which is a record high. Virginia is
the fifth largest producer of wine grapes
in the nation.

Speaking of grape production
(not to be confused with wine production;
I am referring to vineyards), the number
of grape growers grew by 47 per cent to
386 between 2005 and 2010, with the
number of grape bearing acres increasing
from to 2700 in 2010, approximately a 35
per cent growth rate.
Two of the most important
figures concerning the impact of the wine
and vineyard industry are taxes and
tourism in the state. Tax revenue in 2010
was almost $43 million dollars, an
encouragement to our General Assembly
to increase the investment of tax credits
to growers of more than just a paltry
$250,000 (that is right, $250,000 for a
$43 million return, nice investment).
Wine Enthusiast Magazine, in a
fall 2011 issue, listed Virginia as one of
the top ten tourism places to see for those
interested in wine and wineries. This was
international in scope, with the state
going up against many well-known sites.
Wine related tourists in Virginia have
increased 62 per cent. To 1.6 million.
These facts and figures, in a time
when many face hard times, are an
encouragement concerning the state of
our Commonwealth and the contribution
the wine industry has made towards
improving it.

CSA Growing

Olde Towne BUTCHER
It’s “March Madness”--- Our Beef Wins!

terembry farm joins csa movement

403-405 William Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

By amy pearce
Southern Fauquier County, close
to FXBG, has some of the most beautiful
farmland in Virginia. Located near the
Rappahannock River there, Terembry
farmland has been in farming use since
the area was settled prior to the
Revolution. To prepare it for organic
certification, the land was left fallow for
the past decade.
Now Sharon McCamy (owner,
food writer, dog trainer, Dean at ITT
Tech) introduces her Terembry Farm’s
Community
Supported
Agriculture
offerings. “The idea for this farm has
been 20-plus years in the making, and
comes from a long personal commitment
to organic and sustainable farm
production — and to quality food.”
Terembry uses heirloom varieties
when possible, with the exact amount and
quantity subject to weather conditions. If
necessary, Sharon will substitute other
varieties as needed.
The peaches and
apples are locally sourced from another
farm, with Terembry planting heirloom
varieties to harvest their own in a few
years.
“As we are a small start up,
focusing on sustainable and high quality
food, shares for this year will be limited,”
explains Sharon. “However, we will start a
waiting list for those who don’t sign up in
time for this year’s CSA.” CSA shares are
packaged along with weekly menu
suggestions. Shares are delivered weekly
to
locations
in
Fredericksburg;
Chantilly/Reston;
and
Capital
Hill.
Additional locations may be added. “We
will provide home delivery to approved
locations at a cost of an additional $10
per delivery, per week,” she adds. The
farm may not deliver significantly outside
their market area or normal drop off
locations. Drop off locations and hours
are emailed to share purchasers. Farm
pickup
is
available
through
prearrangement.

As with most CSA’s (locals Snead
Farm and C&T Produce come to mind),
the costs and payments are approachable
for families. At Terembry, share cost is
$30 weekly, or $600 for 20 weeks. Half
shares, which are very popular among
smaller families, will be $300 or $15 a
week. “We accept payments monthly if
pre-arranged. Shares must be prepaid. No
refunds,” she says of the details and fine
print. The deadline for share orders is
March 31st, “…but check with us after
March 31, as we will maintain a waiting
list,” Sharon encourages. Checks should
be payable to Terembry Farm; payment in
full by March 31st. In addition, a limited
number of Workshares — work in
exchange for a share — are available
under pre-approved circumstances. For
more information about Workshares,
please
contact
sharon@terembryfarm.com.
OK, CSA, but why? In addition to
getting fresh, locally grown produce, CSA
full-share Shareholders will be invited to
events on Terembry Farm, including
harvest dinners, and will receive the 2012
Terembry Farm CSA Cookbook, with menu
planning and recipes tailored to the
produce on the farm. “The cookbook will
be a compendium of recipes from the farm
partners and also from our CSA
community, and will be available both in
electronic and print format.” And Sharon
notes, “If there is something you would
like us to grow, please let us know. If we
can, we will!” See the produce offered
from
June
to
Oct.
at
http://terembryfarm.com/our-produce/

540.370.4105
www.oldetownebutcher.com
Open: 10am - 7pm Monday through Friday
8am - 6pm Saturday, 12 - 5pm Sunday
Lee Russell Proprietor

The General Store

Restaurant

Since 1978

Italian/American Food
Monday-Saturday 11 am-10 pm

Amy Pearce hungers for local produce
from her home in Stafford, where she
edits and writes for Front Porch.

371-4075
2018 College Ave.
Fredericksburg

S ammy T’ s
DOWNTOWN FREDERICKSBURG’S

Serving Great Food Since 1981

Scott Richards owns Loch Haven
Vineyards and blogs at
fromthevine.wordpress.com.

Home of the “Camper Special” &
the Best Burger in Town
(540) 371-2008
801 Caroline Street
vegetarian/vegan/burgers/chicken/seafood
open 10:30 am Daily
Still Owned by the Emory Family
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The Virginia Art Experience

On The House

where grapes meet palettes

cheers and jeers

By renee gauvin

One of the unexpected pleasures
in exploring downtown is discovering a
unique space.
Every two months, a
featured artist brings fresh views and new
life to a space at The Virginia Wine
Experience, and a First Friday celebration
with music and food and of course wine
tasting! These fun events are open to the
public.
The art gallery above Edwin &
Mary Wyant’s wine shop is a delightful
hidden treasure. The ‘Upstairs Gallery’
includes a beautiful tasting room with
high ceilings, huge windows, lovely
moldings and wide plank hardwood floors
and is a work of art in itself. Views of St.
George’s Church and Goolrick’s enchant
the onlooker watching the flow of
musicians to and from Picker’s. This spot
is uniquely real Fredericksburg.
The Virginia Wine Experience has
graciously opened its’ doors to the art
community and dedicated space and time
to a series of local artists over the past
seven years. Currently, Rick Klingbeil, Ed
King and Michael Dean have many of their
Jane Parker
paintings on display.
Carpenter and myself are also members of
the gallery, where inventory changes
frequently for a plethora of choices for
buyers, collectors and designers.
The current show there, ‘WATER
PHENOMENA’ is by photographer, Sandra

Leigh
Skipper.
Nature
is
captured in fluid, crashing,
splashing, frozen and reflective
moments. Her collections or
series of one subject (like ice or
waves, or reflections) in small
groups of three or four
individual pieces are particularly
compelling.
All
are
professionally
matted
and
framed. Sandy shows great skill
in the use of light and
composition and has won many
awards for her photographs.
Sandy Skipper’s show will extend
through March.
‘Water Phenomena’ explores how
photography can capture amazing still
moments and reflections of streams,
rivers, waterfalls and the Atlantic Ocean
without special effects. New work from
Annapolis will be featured in the exhibit.
Although the show focuses mainly on the
versatility and poetic flow of water, also
included are photos related to the aquatic
theme but not exclusively about water.
Meet the artist and enjoy free wine
tastings and treats on First Friday, March
2 from 6-9 PM.
In April, the Virginia Wine
Experience will host tastings as a part of
Historic Garden Week. The gallery artists
are preparing for this event with new
paintings by Klingbeil, King and Dean in a
show called, BUCOLIC WANDERINGS,
Farms, Flora and Fauna.
Bucolic
Wanderings will exhibit in April and May.
It should be a lot of fun and very
inspiring. Bring the children to this one.
Wine meets art: A comment often
heard of late is: “Wow! I didn’t know the
Gallery was up here! What a beautiful
space.” The gallery is open during store
hours, so if you haven’t ventured in, I
encourage you to do so.

By matt thomas

The
Soup & Taco,
Etc.
101 William Street

Sandwiches Barbecue
Hot Dogs Desserts

813 Caroline St.
Fredericksburg, VA
22401

Renee Gauvin is a Virginia Wine
Experience featured artist.

Serving Traditional
Mexican, Tex-Mex Food
and Something More!!

Party Planning
Available!
540.371.2233
HOURS:

Mon - Sat 11 to 4 pm
Closed Sun
14
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Recently
I
was
having
a
discussion with somebody in the business
while we tasted a very nice bottleconditioned amber lager from Italy. I
pointed out that I thought the beer was
excellent, but even in its large format
bottle it would be a tough sell at $13.
Beer drinkers, I claimed, are only willing to
spend that kind of money if the beer is
strong, both in flavor and alcohol. A lager
that was 5% alcohol, no matter how well
done, would be a tough sell.
My
companion conceded that this was
probably true, but felt it was a temporary
preference in the market, like five or ten
years ago when big, rich, high alcohol
wines were in demand. In other words, a
glitch that would soon correct itself.
I’m not so sure. In my years in
this business I have never seen a decrease
in demand for “big” beers, at least at the
higher price points. If anything it’s been
the opposite. It used to take me two or
three months to sell through the
massively hopped and malty Dogfish Head
120 Minute IPA. Now it doesn’t even last
a week. Recently I haven’t gone a day
without somebody asking when we will be
getting Bell’s Hop Slam, another high
alcohol monster. Speaking of Hop Slam, a
It would be great if
quick tangent:
brewers would stop with the aggressive
names. I don’t like being threatened by
my beer.
Anyway, my point is that most
avid beer drinkers demand brawn, not
finesse. Not that there’s anything wrong
with these beers – I drink Hop Slam and all
the rest myself and thoroughly enjoy
them. I just don’t drink them exclusively.
Part of the problem is in how beer is
perceived in terms of value. People are far
harsher with beer than with wine. A ten
dollar wine is considered a value, even
cheap. But a ten dollar beer? Unless it is
strong and high in alcohol, many people

Serving Up Local
“Good” News
Since 1997

Tuesday to Saturday
11am-9pm
Sunday 11am-6pm

don’t see the point. Beer is judged by a
different standard, and an unfair one in
my opinion. Actually, at the eight to
fifteen dollar price range beer is usually a
better value in terms of complexity of
flavor and originality (I’m talking about
large format bottles, not six packs).
Here are a few suggestions of
higher-end beers that aren’t quite so
aggressive on the palate. First, my old
stand-by, Dupont Saison. It’s 6% abv and
has very nice earthy flavors and floral
aromas.
Even better, it’s very foodfriendly and will pair with just about
anything that’s not too rich. Another is
the Duchesse de Bourgogne, a Flemish
Sour Ale. It’s an acquired taste but one of
the best beers on the market for my
money. Any good Belgian wheat beer or
blonde ale, such as the Allagash White or
Maredsous Blonde is a good bet. Finally,
try that Italian lager I mentioned. It’s
called Cittavecchia Rossa and it’s actually
pretty delicious.
Matt Thomas is a partner at kybecca.
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Board Certified Traditional Naturopath
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CALENDAR
of events

Fritzi Newton,
featured exhibit. All-Member
Show. Photography w/ unique
twist. Reception 6-9P. Brush Strokes Gallery, 824
Caroline. Daily 11-5

AM1230 WFVA radio’s “Community Link” 8-830A.
Michelle Hedrich, Big Brothers/Big Sisters (see
page 27); Ted, Rob & Rim talk classic cars

P Rose Gallery: Paula is painting this month and
will reopen for First Friday in April. Leave her
alone, please, and let her paint. Thank you. – RG

PONSHOP Studio & Gallery: “Indelible” group show
featuring 7 talented, bold contemporary artists.
Reception 6-10P. Through April 1. 712 Caroline

Sunken Well Tavern: Bluegrass Jam 7P

Sandy Leigh Skipper’s Water Phenomena: Virginia
Wine Experience, Upstairs Gallery, 6-9P. All month

Art First Gallery featuring Ed King and Brandon
Newton. Original artwork from other member
artists. Reception 6-9P. Thru Apr 2, daily 11-5

Daylight and Spring, but one more Snow? ‘Painterly’:

*Some events run same day weekly or more than
once monthly. Look for their first-time listings.

thursday, march 1

*Register soon: Legacies Memoir Writing/Healthful
Eating Workshop for Women Only! (March 10), 104P. Sandra Manigault: 720-0861, 659-6725
or sandra.manigault@gmail.com
Fiddler on The Roof starring Jim Lawson at The
Riverside Dinner Theater thru March 4.
Riversidedt.com
Cinderella’s Glass Slipper at Riverside Center
Children’s Theater thru March 24. Riversidedt.com
Exhibit: On Hold, featuring photographer Anne
Leighton Massoni. Combs Hall, Rm 139. 5P
Tickets on Sale: Jacki Evans Presents An Evening
with Grammy Winner Shelby Lynne, April 4, Old
Silk
Mill.
$27.50;
$32.50.
www.shelbylynne.eventbrite.com
American Heart Association’s HeartChase, high
tech scavenger hunt. March 24, UMW.
Registration: $25/adult; $10/under 18. After
March 10 -$35/$15.
Germanna students’ art on display at GoldBenders,
Hanover St, all month
*Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 8P
Thursdays. Tonight: Texan Austin Allsup
*College Night at Otter House: area’s hottest DJs;
special guest. 10P. No Cover. 21+
*Kenmore Inn live music every Thurs, 730P1030P. Newly remodeled by Chris and Frogg
*Tru Luv’s Live Acoustic Rock every Thurs & Fri 710P; 1101 Sophia, 373-6500
*Open mic Thurs 8P Yakadoos, VA Go Girls Jam,
Hosted by Lisa Lim (Every Other Thurs)

first friday, march 2

Fridays@The Last Resort is dark this month.
Returns in April. St. George’s Church
Steven Walker, FCCA Members’ Gallery. Solo
exhibit. Reception 6-9P. 813 Sophia

Main Gallery, LibertyTown Arts Workshop:
Opening Reception, UMW Student Art Association
Invitational Exhibition. 5-9P. 2-D and 3-D work. All
month. 916 Liberty
FCCA Frederick Gallery: See the Light. Opening
Reception 630P. Thru March 30. 813 Sophia
Celebrating Music, Art & Community: Raven Hi Fi.
Featuring art of Dave Honaker and Mary Woolls,
music of Ashleigh Chevalier. 214 William. 6-9P
Creative Side’s First Friday. 513 Jackson. Lily
Bryngelson, Ronin Keener, Adam Marshall, others
*Live Music @ kybecca, 400 William, 373-3338.
830P Fri/Sat. No cover. Tonight: Mercutio
*Music at Courtyard Marriott. 620 Caroline.
Tonight: Wave on Wave
DJ Williams Projekt Funk - Richmond band returns
to the OH! 21+, $5 cover. Otter House

saturday, march 3

DuCard
Vineyards,
Etlan,
VA.
www.ducardvineyards.com Rosé Vintage Release
Party. Music: Don Crotteau

Colonial Tavern: Open Jazz Jam 7P

monday, march 5

*Women’s gentle yoga class every Mon 7P. Other
days as well. Thrive Healing Center

tuesday, march 6

*A. Chevalier Show airs Tues 930P at
FredericksburgLive.com. Local/live music coverage
*Broke Down Boys First Tues at Sunken Well
Tavern, Hanover at Littlepage
*Restoration Yoga: Tue & Thurs Noon-115P. Free
trial: 582-9600
*Black Dynamite Trio at Otter House: Jazz, Fusion,
Funk from best around. 9P. No Cover. 21+
*Live Music Tues at Bistro Bethem. $3 drink
specials, 8-11P. No cover. All ages. 309 William.
Olive Eyes
First Wednesday, F’burg Blues Society.
Shannon’s Bar & Grille, Central Park

7P.

*Callin’ all pickers! Scott Wagner & Emily Barker
host weekly open mic/jam at Rec Center/Pool Hall.
9-11P

thursday, march 8

First Saturday in Mary’s Garden, MW House.
What’s coming up in the garden? Included w/ tour
admission

International Women’s Day Benefit: free scarftying demonstration, refreshments, bring your
gently used jewelry for benefit of women served by
R’nock Council on Domestic Violence. 6-7P. Ten
Thousand Villages, 1937 Carl D Silver Pkwy, next
to Carabara’s

From
Bach
to
Beatles.
Orchestra. Graces Church. 8P

College Forum for high school sophomores,
juniors, parents. GW Hall, Dodd. 7-830P. Free.

R’nock

Pops

Spring into Gardening. Aikido in FXBG.
1030–Noon. 6155 Hickory Ridge Rd, 22551
Andrew
McKnight
Concert:
Singer/songwriter/guitarist/poet.
Belle
Hill,
Woodford. 540-371-8650. Doors 630P. Bring
potluck and $15/person
Orquestra Curare salsa band at the OH! 21+, $5
cover. Otter House

sunday, march 4

Read All Over Books: Open Jazz Jam 230P

Wild and Scenic Film Festival On Tour: make a
difference in your community; view a unique mix
of 18 award winning environmental films. 930A.
Paragon 12 & Splitsville. $10

Bowl For Kids’ Sake today/tomorrow: Liberty
Lanes. R’nock BB/BS. Registration: rbbbs.org,

Fredericksburg Big Band Concert

wednesday, march 7

saturday, march 10

Empty Pockets at 909 Saloon, 909 Caroline. 8PMidnight
Winter Splash Children’s Pool & Lunch Party. Kids
2-10. Massad YMCA
Legacies
Memoir
Writing/Healthful
Eating
Workshop for Women Only! 10-4P. Sandra
Manigault:
720-0861,
659-6725
or sandra.manigault@gmail.com
Music at St. George’s: Schola Cantorum of
Westminster Choir College. 730P. $10/person;
students free

Governor Spotswood Award Ceremony for
outstanding Spotsylvania County resident. 6P,
Marshall Center
Live Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 830P.
No cover. Tonight: Amy Henderson

friday, march 16

3rd Friday, 830A business ladies’ free networking
“TIPS”. Call Ellen Baptist, 548-0652

Going-Away Soiree at Kenmore Inn Pub & Garden
Room. Friends eat, drink, laugh, cry, give gifts,
make speeches in honor of Chris Park & Joanna
Krenich, who head west to L.A. in nine days. By
invitation only

Elby Brass - Best brass band you will ever see
returns to the OH! 21+. $5 cover. Otter House

Daylight Saving Time Begins
AM1230 WFVA radio’s “Community Link” 8-830A.
1st District Congressman Rob Wittman; Lisa
Hawkesworth/Tiffany Clements of HeartChase
Art Event: Bird Song, No Idle Chatter. Belmont.
224 Washington St., Falmouth. 2P
Virginia Bass Forum presents guest clinician John
Rensin. 11-2P. Forte Music

monday, march 12

FXBG Fine Arts Exhibit Opens. Dorothy Hart
Community Center thru March 18

tuesday, march 13

*Cooking Classes in The Kitchen at Whittingham.
Info: 374-0443

Chappell Great Lives Lecture Series: Louisa May
Alcott. GW Hall, Dodd. 730P

friday, march 9

Bistro Bethem welcomes magnetic vocalists Sarah
Lee Hall & Ashleigh Chevalier’ Live for Jazz & Blues
night. Accompanied by Bruce Middle. $3 drink
specials. No cover. All ages. 309 William

Jay Starling Homecoming: Back from N.C. to the
OH w/ his musical talents! 21+. $5 cover. Otter
House

thursday, march 15

Beautiful Music in a Beautiful Space: The Loudoun
Quartet @ St. George’s. 3P. $10/p; students free

Live Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 8P. No
cover. Tonight: Crown Vic Duo

Live Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 830P.
No cover. Tonight: Dave Goodrich

Documentary: A Place Where the Past is Always
Present - Preserving Civil War Battle Battlefields.
Co-Produced by Archer Di Peppe and David
Jennings. 730P. Wallace Library, 1201 Caroline.
Featuring Dr. Michael Stevens, President Central
Virginia Battlefields Trust. One half hour. Free,

Mayhem Meets Cabaret: Abbe Buck, vocalist, Ralph,
piano. Vaudeville acts. 8-930P. 909 Saloon

sunday, march 11

Prediction: 6 inches of snow. Winter’s last hurrah

wednesday, march 14

Women’s Research Symposium. 4-6P. Woodard
Campus Center, Red Room. 654-1044

tuesday, march 27

monday, march 19

Walking Weekend-March 16-18: Four CW
Battlefield walks. American Volkssport Assoc.
Atlantic Regional Conference. Register/info:
http://walkfredericksburg.webs.com

saturday, march 17
Saint Patrick’s Day

Irish Sprint 10K, entry to 37th Marine Corps
Marathon. 6.2 mi. trails, winding paths, scenic
Prince William Forest Park
Live Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 830P.
No cover. Tonight: Kyle Davis
Free Vegetarian Cooking class every 3rd Sat. 2330P. Free Meditation 4-5P. Porter Library
Basketball Game: SERVE Heroes take on Harlem
Ambassadors
YMCA, Butler Rd. 7P. Tickets:
$15/advance, $20/door, under 5/free
Sons of Temperance: Funk rock group of some of
our favorite local musicians. 21+. $5 cover. Otter
House

sunday, march 18

AM1230 WFVA radio’s “Community Link” 8-830A.
Sarah Kadis/Mary Ellen Huterson, R’nock United
Way: Free Tax Preparation/ Volunteerism; Nancy
Farrell, Shapedown Weight Management Program

“Nothing makes the Earth seem so spacious as to
have friends at a distance; they make the latitudes
and longitudes.” – Henry David Thoreau. Farewell,
CP & Jo, till we meet again…

Live Music Tues at Bistro Bethem. $3 drink
specials. 8-11P. No cover. All ages. The Parlor
Soldiers

wednesday, march 28

Present & Past Treasures: Kite Weekend Sale. Look
for the kite! Chatham Square, past Earl’s

Film: Library, 1201 Caroline. 7P. George Caleb
Bingham, an American 19th-century painter

tuesday, march 20

thursday, march 29

First Day of Spring

Live Music Tues at Bistro Bethem. $3 drink
specials. 8-11P. No cover. All ages. 309 William.
Sarah Lee Hall and Ashleigh Chevalier sing jazz &
blues, accompanied by Bruce Middle

thursday, march 22

Children’s Art Show thru March 24. Dorothy Hart
Community Center
Live Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 8p. No
cover. Tonight: tba

friday, march 23

Live Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 830P.
No cover. Tonight: Peter Fields
Broke Down Boys: Our favorite Grateful Dead
cover band back at the OH! 21+. $5. Otter House

friday, march 30

FXBG Songwriters’ Showcase: Barbara Martin,
Putnam Smith, Laurie McClain, Rob Lytle
performing original acoustic music in relaxed,
coffeehouse atmosphere. 8P. Picker’s Supply
Concert Hall, above 902 Caroline (alley around
back).
$10/children,
$5/students.
webliminal.com/songwrite
Golf Tournament: Gauntlet Golf Club at Curtis
Park benefits SERVE building fund
Performance: The Vagina Monologues. 9th annual
UMW production. Lee Hall. 8P. $3/advance,
$5/door. Repeats March 31

saturday, march 31

saturday, march 24

Present & Past Treasures: Get ready for Easter.
Spring hats, scarves, jewelry. Remember SPCA and
SERVE Food Bank. Chatham Square, past Earl’s
Concert at Raven Hi-Fi, 214 William. Doors 630,
music 730P. $15/person. Potluck. Megan Jean &
the KFB’s demented blend of gypsy, circus,
Americana, and the avant-garde
Wavos - Everyone’s favorite 80’s band back at the
OH! 21+. $5 cover. The Otter House

sunday, march 25

AM1230 WFVA radio’s “Community Link” w/ Front
Porch. 8-830A. John Hennessy, National Park
Service: Sesquicentennial events; Rob Grogan and
Blake Bethem talk Redskins football and ‘Smash
eatery & lounge’
DuCard Vineyards, Etlan, VA. ducardvineyards.com
2-6P: Improvisational Comedy Troupe, The Imps
of Improv. Come see improvisational comedy

monday, march 26

Live Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 8P. No
cover. Tonight: Shawn Owen

Discussion: Self-Help or Self-Hurt? Black Student
Assoc. discussion on men who write self-help books
for/about women. Woodard Campus Cntr, 1. 5P

Sixth Annual UMW High School Calculus
Tournament. Jeopardy-style. Trinkle Hall. 830A–3P
Live Music @ kybecca wine bar, 402 William. 830P.
No cover. Tonight: Michael Geddes, Sr.
WINGS 16th annual Daffodil Luncheon in
Seacobeck Hall, UMW. FBI profiler Mary Ellen
O’Toole. Benefits SERVE. Info: 371-6920.
Hospice Support Care Magnolia Ball 2012: 6-11P.
FXBG Expo & Conference Center
For more music events, check in with our friends at
http://fredima.com/

If you are reading this 177th issue of FP,
thank an advertiser! If you are an advertiser, l
ist your event!
Deadline for April Calendars is March 20.
Submit events
at: http://frontporchfredericksburg.com/calendar
/submitcalevent.cfm (e-z
zine & print)

Pruning Workshop: Belmont. 2P

~ Peggy Wickham Art ~
Companionship
Meal Preparation
Medication Reminders
Laundry

Light Housekeeping
Shopping/Errands
Personal Care
Flexible Hours

Call for a free,
no-obligation appointment

2191 Sebastian Road
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
540-446-5639

540.899.1422
Each HomeInstead Franchise Office is Independently Owned & Operated
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Framed Work on Canvas
Watercolors
Greeting Cards
Jewelry
Commission Work

homeinstead.com
front porch fredericksburg
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history’s stories

Sgt. Reckless, U.S.M.C.
By Ralph “Tuffy” Hicks

OUR HERITAGE
This Month’s look at the
central rappahannock heritage center collection

Elks lodge 875

In the Korean War women in combat was a rarity; however there
was one female who saw extensive combat. She was a Marine named Sgt
Reckless. “I was surprised at her beauty and intelligence, and esprit de
corps,” said the Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps as he
observed her enjoying a beer with her comrades. Sgt Reckless was no
ordinary lady, as she was a horse — chestnut colored with a white blaze
on her face.
Lieutenant Eric Pedersen paid a Korean boy with his own money for
the horse in 1952 when he was the commanding officer of a Recoilless
Rifle Platoon in the Fifth Marine Regiment. The recoilless rifle was an antitank weapon
that fired a projective that weighed 24 pounds. A Marine could carry three to four
rounds. Pedersen felt the horse would help carry the ammunition for the weapon. The
rifle crew gave the horse the name “Reckless” which was the nickname of the recoilless
rifle.
The Marines trained the horse to get in and out of the Jeep trailer and to take
cover from enemy fire. The horse was fitted with a packsaddle that allowed her to carry
up to 10 rounds. Reckless also assisted in laying telephone wire and carrying rations
and other items for the Marines.
Reckless had her finest hour on Outpost Vegan in March of 1953 where she
made her way across the deadly battlefield and up the mountain trails. One day alone
she made over 50 trips with over 386 rounds that had a weight over 10,000 pounds.
On her return trips down the mountain she carried several marines who had been
wounded. Reckless had been wounded twice from shell fragments that earned her two
Purple Hearts along with a Good Conduct Medal and several other citations. She was so
beloved by the Marines that they threw their flak jackets over her to protect her when
incoming was heavy.
On November 10, 1954 Sgt Reckless stepped on American soil and Governor
Knight of California issued a proclamation welcoming the war hero to California.
Reckless retired on November 10, 1960 with full military honors. General Shoup
Commandant of the Marine Corps issued an order that SGT Reckless will be provided
quarters and messing at the Camp Pendleton Stables in lieu of retirement pay. On May
13, 1968 she died at 20.
In 1971 the First Marine Division Association erected a memorial at the base
stables. Today, Reckless is listed alongside George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
Martin Luther King, and Mother Teresa as an all-time hero.
Tuffy Hicks explores wartime history every month in Front Porch.

It’s a formidable building on the
cityscape scene. Fredericksburg Square, at
525 Caroline, is also a formidable business
with big plans by owners Van & Deborah
Perroy. 525 has a formidable past as well.
In 1903, the Benevolent Paternal
Order of the Elks of the United States,
which had been founded in New York City
in
1868,
opened
a
chapter
in
Fredericksburg, VA at what is now
Fredericksburg Square. Facing a decline in
membership, the lodge relocated to
sprawling Spotsylvania County in the
1990s in hopes of recruiting more good
men and women into the fold of public
service, fellowship, and character.
The elk — a symbol of strength
and indigenous to North America – was
chosen as the organization’s namesake
and symbol by a board vote of 8-7 by its
15 founders in New York. The elk beat out
the buffalo.
In Fredericksburg, at Lodge 875,
the elk has served the group well, and the
Elks have served the community well, as
well. The late John Goolrick,, who was a
member and four-time Exalted Ruler of
the 875, wrote in commemorating the
local’s 100-year anniversary in 2003, that

“hundreds of thousands of human feet
glided over the ballroom at dances” held
at the lodge. For the occasion, a band led
A.
B.
Bowering,
by
who
was
Fredericksburg’s first Commissioner of the
Revenue, performed. Mr. Bowering had
previously performed at the funeral of
Stonewall Jackson, and for President
Calvin Coolidge.
One of my fascinating findings in
the archives of the CRHC were the books
of Ritual for the Elks new members. Elk
antlers were used in their initiations.
Blindfolded candidates were told their hair
was too long or unkempt. To shouts of
“Let us burn it!” a clump of burning hair
was held closely to the candidate’s head,
giving him the impression that he was on
fire.
Or the candidate was given the
choice of bravery or cowardice – with
molten lead at the ready to either stick his
head in (bravery) or his hand (cowardice).
But not really; there was no molten lead,
just a lot of bluster, oaths and good vows.
I think I would prefer to dine and
dance at Fredericksburg Square, but my
appreciation for the good works of the
Elks from Lodge 875 is not diminished by
ritual. — RG

Central Rappahannock

HERITAGE CENTER
William T. Garnett

ANTIQUES

Mark A. Moyers

ANTIQUES

Volunteers needed
to process historical documents
and aid researchers.
Training provided.
Phone 540-373-3704 or email crhc@verizon.net
Open to the public for scholarly research

540-424-2448
540-373-5949
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900 Barton St
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Companions
punishment predicament

Tales of Yesteryear

Wags & Purrs
Pet Au Pair Services

Spring is for Walking
You’ve Got the Dog...I have the Time!

by wendy schmitz

Single visits ~ Day rates ~ Longer terms.
Cats and Dogs:
Walks, Feedings, Playtime.

The Kansas Gospels

In a world full of positive
reinforcement and gentle training
techniques you may be wondering what do
I do when my dog does something wrong?
Just not giving a treat couldn’t possibly
teach them anything, and what if the
behavior is so self-satisfying that the
reward is built right in to being bad? What
then?
There are no easy answers to this
question. In the current training age there
is no room for hitting dog (thankfully), or
physical punishment of any kind (and with
good reason, beyond being cruel it rarely,
if ever, works), so what can you do to
change the behaviors you don’t like into
behaviors you do?
Some of these bad behaviors are
easy to fix; puppy chews on shoe, you
startle the pup, once they stop you tell
them “Good dog”, then offer an
appropriate chew item or activity, and
finally once they start the approved
activity you praise them and reward. This
method works well and quickly; pups
figure out fast which behaviors yield
rewards and they continue those
behaviors while the naughty behaviors
become extinct.
Another option is to excessively
reward ALL good behaviors. Everything
your dog does right yields a reward, like a
rat hitting a food bar, hit bar get food,
good behavior gets treat. Dogs tend to
repeat behaviors that yield food and
extinguish behaviors that don’t. Over time
you get a well behaved dog in a very
scientific manner. Downside is it can take
awhile; I don’t know about you, but I don’t
have that kind of time.
I usually do a combination of
both, distracting and redirecting,as well as
rewarding what I love. I have found this
combination to be a nice balance when
helping your pup navigate all our
confusing
counter-intuitive-to-a-dog
human rules. But this doesn’t solve
everything; you are still left with the
elusive problem behaviors that are either
self-rewarding or are done out of a
misplaced belief that it is necessary to
survive. There is no amount of redirecting
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or rewarding the opposite behavior that
will stop these kinds of problems within a
reasonable amount of time. So now what?
Detective work is now necessary.
It is important to consider what
motivation is driving the behavior. Does
your dog attack his dog brother because
he is fighting over resources or because he
is bored? Is your dog eating poop out of
hunger or is he hiding evidence to avoid
punishment? Knowing why your dog is
doing something is almost more
important than knowing how to stop it.
Why he does something, GIVES you the
how to stop it.
Here is an example: My youngest
dog recently started attacking my oldest
dog. Why? Is he vying for attention?
Trying to be leader? Well, let’s investigate.
My oldest dog has always been submissive,
so a leader issue doesn’t fit. Both dogs are
fine when they are outside where space
and water are ample. Problems only arise
when the water bowls inside are empty or
there are crumbs on the floor. So upon
investigation he isn’t being a jerk all the
time, he may want to be leader but he isn’t
picking on the leader, and it only happens
when a limited resource like food or water
is involved. Solution? Make sure there are
more water bowls available in different
locations that are always full and let in the
bully first to “clean” the area before
letting the other dog in. Now the problem
solves itself. If you consider all the factors
you can see he wasn’t being a “bad” dog,
he was being a misunderstood dog making
a bad choice over what he saw as a real
problem.
You are never going to be able to
teach your dog that his problems aren’t
real. A much easier solution is to solve his
problem for him so he can move on. The
next time your dog is doing something
you don’t like, look at the situation
critically to determine WHY he does it, so
you can find a solution on HOW to help
him.
Dog whisperer and FXBG expatriate
Wendy Schmitz loves and trains her four
dogs in Colorado.

Front porch fredericksburg

Stories to shine a light on life...

By Archer Di Peppe
coming of age novel seen through the eyes
of four young brothers, Mathew, Mark,
Luke, and John, who leave home and
comfort to make their way to Cheyenne,
Wyoming in the late 1870’s. Along the
way they have plenty of opportunities to
show their metal. As in all good stories,
their original plans go awry. They meet
individuals that change them and their
lives. There is also a simultaneous parallel
story of the conflict between the
cattlemen and sheep ranchers. The two
stories come together near the end of the
book. Will justice triumph? You have to
read the book.
All novelists face two important
challenges.
The first is getting the

Call Alexis Grogan at 540 - 903 - 0437
Serving Southern Stafford & the City

Return with us now to those thrilling
days of yesteryear. From out of the past
come the thundering hoof-beats of the
greatest horse, Silver!
— opening narration The Lone Ranger

Full Service Hospital
featuring:
Grooming Salon
Canine Boarding
in Our Indoor/Outdoor Runs
Dog Training &
Behavioral Consults
with certified dog trainer
Feline Boarding in Our
Spacious Multi-room Condos

Serving you & your companion animals
for 15 years
Stacy L. Horner, DVM; Gary B. Dunn, DVM; Melanie Bell, DVM
Sandi L. Pepper, DVM; Melissa A. DeLauter, DVM ; Arlene Evans, DVM

540/374-0462
www.woahvets.com

10 Walsh Lane

It would be nearly impossible to
come up with a more important mythic
American genre than the Old West. From
the first dime novels of the late 19th
Century to the very first true silent movie
(The Great Train Robbery, 1903), to the
small screen where twenty-six of the shows
airing in prime time in 1959 were
Westerns, to all those great double
features in the early Sixties, they all
became ingrained in our consciousness.
Just what is it that captured our
imagination?
Are you kidding?
Everything
captured our imagination. The cowboys
were a cross between the Arthurian
Knights and the Japanese Samurai. There
they were in Big Sky Country living an
adventurous life of horses, cattle, pork
and beans, and fighting evil wherever they
found it. The great conflicts in literature
are man versus man, man v. nature, and
man v. himself. Just add horses, and what
else do you need?
Those stock characters that
flickered before our eyes in those dark
theatres became fodder for millions of
young boys coming of age in a world of
real life bad guys. We could have done
worse. There he was, the lead character
refusing to look the other way when
confronted with injustice. He also owned
his own horse.
David Jennings seems to have
walked out of yesteryear. He has a quiet
demeanor with steel eyes. He is the kind
of guy you hope shows up when there is
trouble. He is the kind of guy who would
show up. He doesn’t just look the part, he
is the part.
David has recently published his
first novel, The Kansas Gospels. It is a
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dialogue right. This is no easy matter. The
words that come out of the characters’
mouths have to sound the way actual
people of the period spoke. Otherwise, the
reader starts talking to himself in his
head, and that is never good for the
writer. A writer has to have an ear for
authentic dialogue, and David has it. The
second problem is painting pictures with
words that allow the reader to create just
the right images in their minds. This is
crucial. Too much description and the
story bogs down, and too little description
leaves the reader confused. This is no easy
task, and I don’t believe it can be taught
(believe me, I used to teach high school
English).
You can teach writing mechanics,
but a fine writer is born to it much like an
accomplished musician.
Study all you
want: you either have a talent for it or you
don’t. David does, and does it well. You
can support a local writer, and you will
enjoy this yarn. Find his book at Beck’s
Books, on amazon.com., or at Kindle.
Archer Di Peppe is a writer, book author,
and documentary filmmaker.

moving pictures
By rob huffman
It was a rainy, cold
Saturday so I decided to take my
kids to a movie. My 11-year-old
daughter and almost 8-year-old son
(the day before his birthday) were
climbing the walls in can’t-playoutside boredom, so a diversionary
tactic became necessary.
Now
honestly, outings to one or another
of the greater Fredericksburg
Cineplexes
are
infrequent
indulgences in our family, what with
tickets costing in the ten buck
range, and popcorn, candy and
other concessions priced like a la
carte entrees.
The movie palaces are
“regal” indeed: one must pay a
king’s ransom for treats. What my
family always does is visit a decidedly
unregal “dollar store” before heading to
the movie theater. Consequently, my kids
have learned to be stealthy candy
smugglers, chips off the old Fagin, who will
quickly and instinctively pocket their
budget-priced,
verboten
show-time
munchies before entering the cinema.
Once we’re all seated and the house lights
dim, I’ll issue a silent hand command and
only then will the kids and I open our illgotten treats.
We’ve discovered with
practice that even cellophane-crackling
can be remarkably subdued. But enough
about secreted sweets and morally
questionable stratagems of a tightwad
papa.
What I really wanted to talk
about was Circles of Life. These particular
circles my kids and I encountered once we
were munching away on our dollar
Gobstoppers and Milk Duds (oh, the
psychology of candy-naming), while all
around us others tucked into princely tubs
of popcorn and slurped vessels of sodas.
By now, have you deduced which
movie we saw? “What is The Lion King,
Alex.” Bingo! And although we saw the
newly-released version, The Lion King 3D,
the story is known to all, virtually biblical
in its cultural saturation. It’s the timeless
and infinitely moving father-son tale of
Mufasa and Simba and the big
intergenerational Passing of the Baton.
The movie is brimming with humor,
wisdom and beauty, and all the hearttugging pathos the Disney factory could
shoehorn in. In short, Kleenex become
necessary.

Do you wanna know the single
best thing about those dorky glasses
theaters issue you for 3D movies? They
are terrific tear-hiders. They shield one’s
glistening eyes. Daddies and mommies –
well, particularly daddies since mommies
are constitutionally less abashed by open
emotion – can sit there and cry in
peace. Jeepers, creepers, get a load of
dad’s streaming peepers.
And honestly, dads, if the tears
don’t come as you sit there contemplating
circles of life, and small, squeaky-voiced
lion cubs, and the majesty of filial
devotion while Elton John warbles the title
track as your precious children snuggle up
next to you on a cold, rainy Saturday and
you swell - literally inflate – as the grateful
papa of your own small pride - the
immeasurably holy fruit of your own loins
(you loin king) entrusted to you to raise,
nurture and love — then you’re tougher
than I am.
If you don’t mist up behind when
Simba tearfully snuggles up next to his
own dear daddy (Mufasa, who has died
protecting his beloved from stampeding
wildebeests), then you’re probably clueless
and out-of-touch, a fool who still buys
your popcorn, candy, and drinks in the
movie theater… In other words, someone
with no sense. And without sense, can one
be expected to have any kind of real
sensibility?
See you at the movies…
Just not in the concession line.

Rob Huffman likes his popcorn buttered
and his 3D glasses horn-rimmed.
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Senior Care
hiring a caregiver
By Karl Karch

One of the greatest long-term
needs of older adults and those with
chronic
illnesses
is
for
in-home,
non-medical custodial care to remain
independent at home. So, if you want to
hire a caregiver, what are your options
and who pays for the services?
We are often asked if Medicare,
Tricare, or other medical insurances pay
for these services. Because these services
are considered custodial services, these
insurances do not cover the costs.
Medicaid pays for in-home assistance if a
person qualifies based on low income and
low assets. Long Term Care insurance
(LTC) will pay for non-medical services
provided that a doctor states an individual
is cognitively impaired or needs assistance
with two or more ADLs (bathing, dressing,
continence, eating/feeding, transferring,
toileting). All LTC insurers we work with
require that an agency is licensed by the
Department of Health and has a registered
nurse on staff.
So, what if you have to pay out of
your own pocket?
You can hire a
non-medical agency, or directly hire a
caregiver. From a cost perspective, some
families hire privately rather than working

1223+ Fans
Want You to Join

Front Porch
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with an agency. While at first glance this
seems like a reasonable lower cost
alternative, it can also cause numerous
problems and create unexpected liabilities
for the family.
If you hire someone directly,
he/she must be classified as either an
independent contractor or employee. A
plumber, electrician, or handyman are
examples of independent contractors.
However, if you have significant control
over a caregiver’s hours, responsibilities,
and behavior, the IRS has ruled that you
are an employer and the caregiver is your
employee, not an independent contractor.
You will be responsible for paying the
employer portion of Social Security and
Medicare (FICA) and for collecting the
employee’s portion of FICA. You are also
responsible for providing unemployment
insurance (SUI).
Forms must be
submitted to the federal government on a
quarterly basis, and you must provide
your caregiver with a W-2 each year. And,
you may also be required to provide
worker’s compensation insurance.
Many people take the risk of
paying the caregiver “under the table” to
avoid taxes and assume the IRS will not
find out.
But, what happens if you
terminate the relationship and the
caregiver
decides
to
file
for
unemployment? You may be liable for
significant back taxes, penalties and legal
expenses. What happens if the caregiver
gets injured on the job and files for
worker’s compensation and disability
insurance? You may also be required to
pay medical expenses. So, before hiring a
caregiver privately, consult with your
lawyer, tax accountant, and insurance
agent.
You may choose to hire an
agency where the caregiver is an
employee, not an independent contractor.
But, make certain the agency is licensed by
the Virginia Department of Health, not
just licensed to operate a business. Also,
make certain each caregiver is covered by
worker’s
compensation
and
other
insurances. The above are a few reasons
why non-medical agencies charge more
than private individuals.
Contact an
agency and learn about many other
advantages such as criminal background
checks, drug testing, and supervision of
caregivers that will allow you to sleep
better at night, especially after reading
this article.
Karl Karch is a local franchise owner of
Home Instead Senior Care, a licensed
home care organization providing
personal care, companionship and home
helper services. Please go to
www.homeinstead.com/FredericksburgVA
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Wellness

Save the Date:
03/31/12:
J. Brian’s
Tap Room puts on its 4th
Annual 15K to benefit The Wounded
Warrior Foundation. The race begins
and ends in the 200 Hanover Street
block in Old Town. The course winds
through a good part of the city and
continues on the scenic canal path
before heading back toward town.
“Why a 15k, you ask?,” asks
Jack Hyland, owner of J Brian’s. “Well,
I am glad you asked. In 2009, the bar
celebrated its 15th anniversary and we
thought a 15k would be a perfect way
to celebrate the event. If a 15k sounds
too far, just look at it as 9.3 miles.
Much easier.”
Why
Wounded
Warriors?
“Well, one of our owners, Karen
Hyland - my wife - spent a year in Iraq
as an activated Naval Reserve Officer,
working directly under General Ray
Odierno. General Odierno has a son
who is on the board of the WWF, and
Karen became quite close to the
Odierno family and wanted to help in
any way.”
The race is open to all shapes,
sizes and speeds. There will be T-shirts
guaranteed for all entrants registering
before March 17th, and special,
commemorative pint glasses for the
first 300 finishers, plus a post race
party in the courtyard area in back of
the restaurant.
“If you feel you are not up for
running, find some friends and walk,
or, volunteer to help out. We will also
have t-shirts for the volunteers. So
come out, get some exercise, get some
good schwag, but mostly, be a part of
a good cause for some folks who are
worthy of it.”

Healthcare For
the Whole Person
SPECIALIZING IN:
` Gentle, Individualized Chiropractic Care
` Cranio-Sacral Balancing (Sacro
Occipital Technique - SOT)
` Addressing Your Total Health Needs
with Natural, Holistic Treatment Methods
` Detoxification/Weight
Loss Nutritional Programs

Dr. Christine
Thompson

bounce for health
By grace macauley, ND, CLT
Toward the end of the day, my friend
Dave brings his boys, Ryder and Ronin,
over to bounce on our trampoline. It
does wonders for the boys and makes
their evening routine go more smoothly
. -RG
You see them scattered across
the backyards of America – great round
circles
of
taut
bouncy
material
surrounded by springs that catapult
bouncers high into the air again and again.
Known
as
trampolines
or
rebounders, kids love them and adults
appreciate the energy expenditure they
afford the children!
However, most people do not
know or appreciate the multitude of
health benefits rebounding provides. Not
only are rebounders a great aid for weight
reduction and increased energy but
extremely important in stimulating the
Lymph system, which is the heart of our
immune defense response. Being a passive
system, with no pump like the heart and
lungs, the lymph system is dependent on
our movement to circulate the lymph fluid
through the body.
This is extremely
important as the lymph fluid picks up
toxins from the bloodstream and
transports them out of the body via the
kidneys, bowels and skin — our largest
detox organ.
Everyone has seen lymph fluid
when a blister occurs. The yellowish to
clear fluid is from the lymphatic system.
We have more lymph fluid than blood
volume, and our bodies keep it nicely
distributed by a series of one way valves in
the tiny vessels. Otherwise the fluid would
pool in our lower extremities resulting in
very difficult movement.

KEEP IT GREEN
You Have Alternatives!
...and the leaves of the tree
were for the healing of nations...
Revelations 22:2

Jo Anna Cassidy Farrell

Herbal Consultant

MH, CNHP

Offering Such Services As:
BTA Saliva/Urine Cellular Test
Ion Cleanse Foot Bath Detox
Ear Candling
Herbal classes/Speaking Engagements

HEALING OCCURS NATURALLY!
540~361~1416
mykeepitgreen.com

When we move, these valves open
allowing the lymph fluid to circulate freely
around the body, speeding the toxin
removal process. Just 5 minutes a day
bouncing reaps great rewards in terms of
energy, weight reduction and general
improvement in health and well-being.
In my lymphatic practice, I use a
biologically compatible device called a
proton sound beam generator, which
combines light and sound to gently break
up trapped blockages in the lymph system
and speed the removal of toxins from the
body.
Three cold laser gases, are pulsed
via glass cathode tubes into the
body.
These gases help to break up wastes or
trapped bits of protein trapped in the
interstitial fluid. The sound frequencies
help to deactivate pathogens that may be
lurking in the intestinal tract.

If the lymphatic system fails, or is
impaired due to surgery, radiation,
disease, or trauma, swelling can occur in
the interstitial spaces (between the cells)
increasing the distance between capillaries
and cells. If proper drainage does not
occur,
cells
are
exposed
to
an
undernourished,
toxic
environment.
Disease can be the result.
So, follow the kids’ lead and get a
mini tramp available for under $75, and
bounce for health!

Grace Macauley, ND, CLT, is a
Naturopath, Certified Lymph Therapist
at Whole Health Chiropractic.

The Natural Path
Holistic Health Center

~Nature’s Sunshine Products
~ Biological Terrain Assessment
~VoiceBio Analysis
~Aura Photography
~Body Cleanse Foot Detox
We Carry
Home Brewing Supplies !
Barbara Bergquist, CTN
Board Certified Traditional Naturopath

891-6200

www.thenaturalpath.us

4413 Lafayette Blvd. Fredericksburg
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An Indelible Group of Artists
by megan byrnes

Jack Brown’s at ponshop
By sara mattingly
I would bet that Gabriel and
Scarlett Pons do left and right brain
exercises so that their artistic side doesn’t
drown out their business side. I have no
other way to explain how well they do art
and do business so well. They took a risk
and an opportunity and opened on
Caroline Street.
They bring in other
artists for their gallery side (their other
‘side’ is retail), and they do everything
artistic from 2D to 3D in many media.
This month, PONSHOP is bringing in Jack
Brown’s Tattoo Revival for the show,
“Indelible”.
I have ink on my body and I dig
art. When I read the press release on

Mike Tschirn
Brown from PONSHOP when Rob Grogan
forwarded it to me to rewrite as a story, I
chomped at the bit. Call it the perfect
storm
–
opportunity,
motivation,
information.
“Boom!”as Mo Marsh
would say.
PONSHOP studio and gallery sits
at 712 Caroline Street Downtown in the
22401. You can walk in or dial it up at
540-656-2215. The ‘Net has them at
www.ponshopstudio.com. Co-owner Gabe

gets email at gpons@ponshopstudio.com.
That’s the fine print, now here’s the
muscle:
The “Indelible” Art Show
(Opening Reception: Friday, March 2, 610pm) will run from March 2 – April 1,
“featuring some of the area’s talented and
bold contemporary artists” — Kenny
Brown, Kelley Drake, Chance Kenyon,
Grady Spades, and Mike Tschirn. I applaud
their parents for those very cool rock star
kind of names.
Their range of media includes ink
on paper to oil on canvas. Their latest
pieces incorporate vibrant colors, surreal
images, and bold lines.
Brooklyn-born
Elstabo (one word, like “Prince”), a 2011
Urban Decay II featured artist
and
resident
talent,
contributes with his vivid,
graphic paintings. The show
will also include photographs
of Jack Brown’s artists taken
by Adam Desio.
We pause now for a
commercial message: The
PONSHOP gallery, wrote Gabe,
“will continue to feature over
30 artists, whose work ranges
from fine art and ceramics to
jewelry,
clothing,
and
accessories.” PONSHOP offers
March classes in Ceramics for
Children & Adults, Adult
Mixed Media, Intro to Street
Art, and Skate to Create, plus
classes in jewelry design and photography
taught by Leslie Brier and Stephen
Graham. See www.ponshopstudio.com.
PONSHOP, a multifaceted artist
studio, gallery, retail store, and classroom
is the vision of owners Scarlett and Gabe
Pons; a place embodying art, design, and
creative education.
The gallery/shop
features artists local and beyond. The
studio doubles as a classroom for painting,
ceramics, architecture, street art and

Scene:

Chance Kenyon
skateboarding. That is a lot going on
there from New Yorkers who brought that
mystical Big Apple desire but didn’t pack
any Yankee traits that scare us
southerners. The perfect storm is what we
got.
Go see.
It will be “indelible”,
“unforgettable”, even “ineffaceable”.

LIMITED
ENGAGEMENT

“If You Dream It,
We’ll Create It”

Kenny Brown

Sara Mattingly writes, makes pottery,
and grows an organic garden.

Kite Weekend Sale: March 10
Get Ready for Easter March 24
Spring Hats, Scarves & Jewelry
Remember the SPCA &
SERVE Food Bank this month!
See Front Porch Calendar
for our March Events!
Chatham Square Shopping Center,
411 Chatham Heights Rd.
March 2012
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Heard:
Drew Fristoe (above), Sarah Hall,
Wade Truong, and Candis Wenger
celebrated birthdays last month. Happy
birthday, all!

Scene:

Custom Design Your New
Spring/Summer Tote

Foode

hosted

the

opening for local photographer Stephen
Graham’s Farm series, a group of
photographs highlighting both the joys
and challenges local farmers face. Matt
and Rebecca Kurylo, Ryan and Ashley Poe,
Matt and Maura Schneider, Beth McClain,
Cat Paccasassi, Nathan Joswiak, Adam
Desio, Aaron Spicer, Audrey and Lincoln
Graham, Troy Howell, Jeremy and Angel
Piontek, Lisa Kratz Thomas, Steve Phifer,
and Ken Lecky were a few of the revolving
crowd who enjoyed the art, sake bombs
and craft beers.

Seen:

Choose from1,000’s
of fabric combinations
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Heard:

TICKETS:
riversidedt.com

Item:

What

local

filmmaker is gearing up to premiere their
short story-based film this month?
Despite a random snowfall and
frigid temps, last month’s Tell was a
successful one! Seth Casana, Melissa Brace,
Elizabeth Wade, Judith Onesty, Les
Schaffer, Jay Frank and Maura Schneider
told stories of Heartache. If you weren’t
able to make it to Read All Over to hear
these juicy stories live, be sure to check
out the Tell podcast (find it out on iTunes
or the tell website).
2/3rds of the Lowboys

helped Alexis Grogan take a couple more
steps into the land of adulthood last
month. Jeff Gandee (above right)
repainted her bedroom for an older,
updated feel and Chris Park turned over
the keys of his truck to the first-time car
owner.

MARCH 10 THRU
APRIL 29
(540) 370-4300,
(888) 999-8527

Blind

Bill Harris and Jack Morrison

conversing over cocktails at Bistro
Bethem, Patch.com’s Dan Telvock in line at
Hyperion Espresso, councilman-in-running
Matt Kelly at an early morning Hyperion
meeting, Karl and Teresa Steinbach veggie
shopping at Wegman’s

The Bethem's have

christened their latest culinary endeavor.
Smash -- Eatery and Lounge -- will be
serving up burgers and shakes to the good
folks of Fredericksburg in just a few
months! And the later-night lounge will be
a grownup haven.

Seen:

former beaucoup vintage model

and UMW graduate Olivia Reid Cooper has

Kellie Walsh, Rebecca

Thomas, Tom Byrnes, Blake Bethem,
Donny Smooth (right), Linda Cole, Tom
Eskam, Carrie Schaefer, Brooke Farquhar
and Dave Minkler turned out to watch
Andrew Hellier and the All-S
Stars perform
at Kenmore Inn.

UMW 02 grad and former Front
Porch writer Allison Seay (below) scored a
major literary prize for her poetry
collection, “To See the Queen”. The award
is a collab between Persea Books and the
Lexi Rudnitsky Poetry Project to help an as
yet unpublished woman poet get
published, so look out for the collection in
April 2013! Congrats, Allison!

Heard:
moved back in town and has started
moonlighting at Bistro Bethem (she sells
engagement jewels at a jewelry store in
Vienna as her full-time gig).

Arch Di Peppe and

David Jennings will be screening their coproduced documentary, A Place Where
the Past is Always Present, Preserving
Civil War Battlefields on March 14th at
7:30pm at the library downtown.

Embroidery Services, Birthday
Parties, Bridal & Baby Showers
Ask about Tote Gatherings and
Our TOTE’ally
Surprised Experience!
Gift Certificates available
1217 Jefferson Davis Highway,
Fredericksburg VA 22401
(540) 371-3547
www.eversewenglish.com
Mon - Sat 10am to 7pm,
Sunday by Appointment
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Arch DiPeppe’s Body of Work

P. Rose Gallery

COMMUNITY LINK
Courtesy of WFVA and Front Porch

Winter Studio Break

By rob grogan

Hours By Appointment
371-8
8499
Or By Chance
709 Caroline Street

www.prosegallery.com
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He was called a flamethrower
during the heyday of RAG (Rappahannock
Area Grassroots) and the Celebrate
Virginia debate of the late 90s. ThenMayor William Greenup described Archer
Di Peppe as “coming across the bridge
from Falmouth to stir the pot.” Arch
never made the Silver Cos. Christmas card
list and claims that former councilman Joe
Wilson still razzes him.
Arch holds no grudges. He made
peace with the late Gordon Shelton before
Mr. Shelton passed on. Arch has since
moved on, and the former drama teacher
who set aside the histrionics that had so
well served the debate back then, turned
to work within his home county of
Stafford for preservation. Appointed to
the Planning Commission, Arch served
four years, sharing honey with those who
opposed him.
Arch has since forged time and
space for himself and family without
shunning his community.
The list of
things done under the radar with no
desire for anything more than a thank you
reads like a scroll of commendable
citations. Grandparents thrice, Arch and
his wife of 36 years, Robin Adair Di Peppe,
are committed to leaving the world better
for Haliegh, 5 and Christian, 7 (pictured
with arch) and Isabella, 2:: “They are three
very good reasons why I work for
preservation. I want them to know their
country’s history and have a place to
enjoy it.”
Both Arch and Robin have been
busy in creative mediums. Robin, retired
after 31 years in public schools, has
published an academic book called In The
Trenches – In Search of the Counselor
Within, Experienced-based Strategies for
Today’s
School
Counselor
(ISBN9781466293694).
Arch’s mediums include Front
Porching since 1997, publishing Quiet
Moments, an anthology of his essays and
columns,
and
producing
three
documentaries: Crow’s Nest; Preservation
in a Place Called Beaverdam, and A Place

Front porch fredericksburg

Where The Past Is Always
Present – Preserving Civil War
Battlefields. “I saw Dr. Michael
Stevens (President of the Civil
War Battlefields Trust) give a
similar speech (as the one in the
documentary) about 15 years
ago and never forgot his passion
and knowledge. I decided during
the 150th anniversary of the
Civil War was an excellent time
to find a way to spread his
message.”
The film will be
screened for the first time on
Wednesday, March 14 at 7PM at
the Wallace Library Theater,
1201 Caroline Street. Admission
is free and open to the public.
Two of the three films
Arch financed himself.
No
grants or silver spoons.
He
donated his services to the other
one, Beaverdam. Film is tough
to do on a shoestring.
This
could be his last one, but “Then
another idea comes along, or a
group approaches me about
something I already believe in.”
Letters and Op-Ed’s, of which
Arch is known to craft, only go
so far, he says. “They are here
today and gone tomorrow. Every time you
show a documentary you engage another
audience. You can reach far more people
with a film.”
Especially with a cast
member like Dr. Stevens. “He is such an
fantastic speaker, I would probably make a
film about chewing gum if he started
talking about it.”
Arch also gives props to reenactor Rob Hodge, who appears, and
Catherine Jennings, who reads a letter in
the film. “Everyone we asked helped us.
The National Park Service with their
database of photographs. Pete Fields did
The Central
the music for free.
Rappahannock Heritage Center allowed us
to use a letter that hadn’t even
been cataloged yet. I wouldn’t have even
known about the letters if not for Bill

UMW partners with Big Brothers, Big Sisters
by janelle j. betancourt
Thousands of students arrive
each year to Fredericksburg to attend the
University of Mary Washington.
They
arrive on campus with a great deal of
ambition and hope to join clubs, sports
teams, or to get involved with other
Rappahannock Big
campus activities.
Brothers Big Sisters has been lucky
enough to partner with UMW and form
our Campus Pals Program for students
interested in serving the community.
During the academic year, students in our
program give their Sunday afternoons to
children. Our Big Brothers and Big Sisters
take time from their studies, jobs and
social lives to spend three hours on
campus or downtown simply having fun
with their “Littles”.
One “Big Sissy” — as she is
referred to by her Little, Kylie — even
keeps in touch with Kylie’s family during
Melissa
winter and summer breaks.
Peters, (both pictured) a sophomore at
UMW applied as a Big in September 2010
and was quickly matched. Her Little Kylie
Beck. The Fredericksburg Area Museum
allowed us to photograph the portrait of
Glenn Hyatt did
the letter writer.
research. Lots of people did whatever they
could to further the project.”
Arch
especially recognizes David Jennings, “the
guy who filmed the speech, but evolved
into a co-producer. We spent a whole lot
of time putting this film together.” They
will give this film as wide an audience as
possible, showing it to groups, at libraries,
and on public access. “We would love it if
PBS stations in the state would show it.”
Arch, like Robin, has been in the
trenches, succeeded and failed, made
friends, lost some, been joyful and been
hurt. Today, he is in the midst of a body
of work we should all respect and be
grateful for.

was age 4 at the time,
perfect for Melissa
who was having a
hard time adjusting
to being away from
home and best friend,
Audrey, her four-yearold biological sister.
Melissa was
matched with Kylie
about 15 months ago.
She enjoys that Kylie
has
always
been
loving and caring;
after their first few
meetings, Kylie would
jump out of the car
and run full speed
into Melissa’s arms,
ready to play. Melissa
scoops her right up, throws her on her
hip, and they begin discussing what to do
for the next three hours.
A typical meeting with Kylie,
Melissa giggled, “Is usually running
around, but sometimes we will color, play
dolls, house or go on an adventure!” She
also mentioned a lot of time spent playing
with play-doh. Of course I get the joy of
checking in with Kylie each month and
when asking her what she does with her
Big Sister she jumps up and down
screaming, “I love my Big Sissy! I love my
Big Sissy!”
While Kylie might not yet grasp
the concept of being a mentee, there is a
great deal of guidance, support and love in
their relationship. It is never too early to
start having a positive role model in your
child’s life, and Melissa does a great job of
it; I will see her remind Kylie to say “please
and thank you,” hold hands and look both
ways before they cross the street, or
simply give her the undivided attention

that mom can not always give. As a Big
Sister, Melissa knows she will have a longlasting impact on Kylie. Still, she gets
“just as much fun out of it as Kylie does.”
Rappahannock Big Brothers Big
Sisters only requires you mentor one child
and Melissa goes above and beyond by
spending time with Kylie’s older brothers,
who feel so much like family to her.
Gloria, their mother, says Melissa is
definitely like family and “It is really hard
to put into words how wonderful Melissa
is.”
Janelle J. Betancourt is a Match Support
Specialist & Fundraising Coordinator at
Rappahannock BB/BS (371-7444).
Community Link with Ted Schubel airs at
8 a.m. Sundays on AM1230 WFVA
(wfavradio.com). Turn to our March
Calendar for Community Link’s lineup of
guests, which includes Michelle Hedrich of
Big Brothers Big Sisters.
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“This Could Be Good”
pocket aces: a sure bet

country idol ryan french

By a.e.bayne

By Ashleigh Chevalier

He has a laid back attitude, but
manages to burst with energy on the
stage. Ryan French is one of the nicest
guys you will ever meet. Recently, he
competed in the 93.3 WFLS 2012 Country
Idol Competition. He started out with the
first audition at Spotsylvania Mall, made it
through both rounds at Buffalo Wild
Wings, and then won the People’s Choice
Award and all four judges’ votes at the
finale at Brock’s Riverside.
He was critiqued by the likes of
Fredericksburg’s Grammy and multiWammie Award winner Jon Carroll (who
will perform the Silk Mill in June), Fighting
Gravity’s and Celebrate Virginia Live’s
Dave Peterson, Entertainer Wil Gravatt,
rock hero and indie film star, Fritz Beer,
singer/song writer Dorian Cleveland and
Weekender editor Jonas Beals.
With every performance, Ryan
improved and gained confidence. When
guitarist John Wiley joined him on stage
for his last performance – the crowd went
wild! Ryan has been singing and playing
piano since he was about ten years old,
and picked up guitar in high school. He
studied music education at Christopher
Newport University, but decided he did
not want to be a classical performer. Now
he teaches piano, guitar, and voice and is

EAT WELL

on the staff and is
the Worship Leader
for Riverside First
Church of God. He
loves
sharing
music.
Ryan has been
in bands since high
school, performing
mostly
southern
rock style tunes.
His first band was
Absolute
Zero,
then The Relevant,
and now, For Now
We
Live
with
guitarist
John
Wiley. For Now We
Live, Ryan says, “is
about sending a positive message.” So
with that, how did Ryan audition and win
country idol? Well, there is a lot of cross
over in country and Southern Rock, and
with Ryan’s slight country drawl,
Southern smile, and baritone voice, he
manages both genres well. He performed
mostly upbeat tunes to compete, covering
songs by Zack Brown Band, Keith Urban,
and Dierks Bentley. But, he has original
music, too!
As the grand prize winner, Ryan
won $1000 cash, $100 for the People’s
Choice Award, and a Three-Song EP
produced by Gras Productions (where he
can record those original tunes). And no
doubt, Fredericksburg is eager to hear
what this smilin’, bright red head will be
singing next.
You can learn more about Ryan
at www.RyanFrench.com. You can learn
about For Now We Live on Facebook and
www.ForNowWeLive.net, and see him
perform around town while you stay
tuned for his new three-song EP.
See Ashleigh Chevalier on “A. Chevalier
Show”, which airs Tuesdays, 9:30p.m on
FredericksburgLIVE.com

DRINK WELL

Apr 7: The Seldom Scene
Apr 27: Zack Deputy
May 18: Charlie Hunter
June 8: Tom Principato
1005 Princess Anne Street : 540-656-2969 www.theotterhouse.com
March 2012
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kismet-like synergy that transcends type.
Leibowitz explains, “We challenge each
other with our differences in taste. I grew
up listening to classic rock…”
Gaddy
breaks in, “And I mainly listened to pop.”
Leibowitz continues, “Right, but we play
both styles and motivate each other to
learn new music.”
Gaddy nods, “He’s
introduced me to The Who and Johnny
Cash, songs with which I wasn’t familiar,
and I was like, ‘Well, if I learn how to do
Johnny Cash, you have to learn Billy Joel.’”
Judging from the calls for favorite rock
standards, their fans are hooked.
With original songs rapidly
lengthening their playlist, Gaddy and
Leibowitz are quick to compliment each
other for their musical prowess. Leibowitz
beams, “We’ll pick a new song that she
thinks is in her range and put it together,
and she’ll say, ‘Can you move that up a
little bit?’ She can sing anything. Early on
we started writing our own music, too. We
found that is another thing that just
clicked. Theresa writes lyrics with themes
that would never have come to me.”
Gaddy completes the picture, “The reason
why we’re good is because of him. In
other situations I’ve had to shift key to be
in tune, which doesn’t always mean it’s
flattering to my voice or I can sing it
comfortably; but Jeff can transpose in his
head and complements my vocals. As a
composer, too, I will have these lyrics and
he’ll say, ‘Well, there’s this little piece of
something I’ve been working on; what do
you think?’ He’s very gifted.”
Their sights set on recording
originals for a CD and I-Tunes, Gaddy and
Leibowitz are in position to make Pocket
Aces a favorite in FXBG’s music scene.
With steady First Friday gigs at Unicorn
Winery in Amissville, and upcoming dates
at Bistro Bethem and Colonial Tavern,
Gaddy antes up, “We’re Pocket Aces; we
hold our own.”
Follow Pocket Aces on Facebook
and check them out on their website:
//sites.google.com/site/pocketacesva/ .
A.E. Bayne is a teacher and writer who
has lived and worked in Fredericksburg
for thirteen years.

Keyboard Classes

LIVE WELL

NOTABLE DATES IN THE ‘BURG
AT THE OTTER HOUSE
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D o w n i n g
Guinness
and
dunking pretzels
into Cheddar Ale
Dip, the packed
house at Colonial
Tavern peruses
the
laminated
p l a y l i s t s
provided by the
talent.
Singer
Theresa Gaddy poises lithely atop a stool
on stage, her only tell the bouncing right
boot crossed casually over her left leg.
Twisting the tuners at the head of his
guitar, Jeff Leibowitz casually eyes the
crowd, smiling. Finally, Gaddy shows her
hand, “The way it works is, we’ll play a
couple songs, and you guys should have
lists in front of you.
When we stop
playing, just shout out what you want to
hear, and we’ll write it down and definitely
get to it.” Like bullets, Leibowitz is all in
with Alanis Morisette’s “Hand in My
Pocket,” and Gaddy calls, electrifying the
audience with her clear, powerful voice.
It’s no bluff that Gaddy belts out
songs like a pro.
A self-proclaimed
choirgirl, she has been training and
singing since she was a child, even
enjoying a long run as a National Anthem
singer for the Bullets, Caps, and Nats.
Leibowitz, too, has composed and
performed rock music for the better
portion of his life; but like Gaddy, the
responsibilities of family and work took
precedence over playing music publicly.
As their respective families became more
independent, Gaddy and Leibowitz found
themselves once again aspiring to
perform. Leibowitz muses, “One day, I was
talking with Theresa about how I would
love to play guitar with someone, but I
hated singing. She wanted someone to
play guitar so she could sing.” Knowing a
sure bet, Gaddy quips, “You got your
peanut butter in my chocolate, and I got
my chocolate in your peanut butter! We
thought, wait a minute this could be
good.”
Though they have divergent
tastes in music, the offsuit duo exudes a

Starting Now! Free Introductory Lesson
Wednesday 2:45 pm
ages 3-4

Tuesday 7:00 pm
ages 7-11

Tuesday 4:00 pm
ages 4-6

Wednesday 7:00 pm
teens/adults

540-371-4526

207 William Street

www.ymsfred.com

Certified Experienced Staff
Located in Downtown Fredericksburg for Over 40 Years

Laughing For No Reason
Another road to love
By Jen Furlong

George Washington practiced
laughing? Well, not exactly, but some of
his descendants do. Disguised as a mildmannered Western Civilization and English
teacher at St. Michael the Archangel High
School on Route 3, this closeted Colonial
Dame
(her
ancestor
and
George
Washington shared a grandmother) is
content for you not to know her. She is
tall, unassuming, and genuinely pities
people who don’t get to read Dante at
work. As soon as she says this, she starts
laughing.
Sarah
Gannon’s
laugh
is
contagious.
Even
her
10-year-old
daughter, diagnosed with the mood
swinging bi-polar disorder, can sometimes
be swayed by it. One day, a friend
suggested they invite a guy from
Alexandria and gather their families to try
something called Laughter Yoga. “It
sounded so crazy I decided to give it a
whirl,” she chuckles over the phone. “It
was a total change of pace. My kids got to
see adults acting cuckoo. Which is
hilarious,” she footnotes. “They got to be
with friends, a great time.”
On the other side of living zipped
into history, Gannon stands pretty firmly
on the unzippered fringe. Despite her
career as a teacher, she home schools her
own two daughters, the younger of whom

is eight. She buys high quality
Wellington boots that would
outlast George himself and
enjoys a small frenzy of
muddy hobbies that includes
raising chickens, petting two
very cute fiber goats (“free”
goats she calls them- “What
kind of goats do you have,
Sarah?” I ask. “Oh you know,”
she says casually, “the useless
free
kind.”),
cooking,
needlework and . . . here it
came again.
Laughter Yoga.
“What do you get out of it?” I ask. I knew
the benefits of typical yoga — strength,
flexibility. I was more skeptical on this
one. “Freedom. Mirth. Fun,” she smiles.
I still couldn’t entirely picture it.
“What – um- actually happens?”
It is not as easy for her to describe this as
it is her other passion, introducing
teenagers to the classics. Here, her pace is
regular and practiced. She unzips a bit
more and shares with me how dearly she
loves handing down the ability to enjoy
and appreciate the classical.
“I feel like I’m moving against the
cultural tides,” she says. “Popular culture
seems to value conformity, speaking to the
lowest common denominator.
This is
something I don’t choose to participate
in.”

leader suggests. Sarah’s more challenging
daughter is a natural here. They also
practice traditional yoga. I asked if she’d
noticed similarities between the two.
“Balance,” she says. “Serenity.
The Laugh yoga lightens everything up,
particularly for my older daughter. If the
day started roughly, Laugh yoga chills us
out. Makes the rest of the day go more
smoothly.” I wonder what would my life
feel like if I laughed for no reason? What
could be healed? Let go of?
“It’s tragic really, where we have
gotten ourselves.
Culturally speaking.”
Then she starts laughing, a wide mirthful
laugh that comes from inside her, a place
where I sense an inferno awaits. And I see
that for Sarah Gannon, and her daughters,
laughter yoga is just another road to love.
For no reason.
Jen Furlong has 4 children,
one husband, many chickens
and 2 horses.
For info on FREE community
laughter yoga, see
www.onelotusyoga.wordpress.com.
Next meeting is Saturday, March 10.

Pretty high falootin’ from a
woman who regularly makes “laughter
milkshakes” with strangers. What is funny
about Laughter Yoga is that humor’s not
involved. There are no jokes, no official
stimulants for the laughter.
The
instructor, a certified Laughter Yoga
Leader simply leads the group in a spoken
warm up “ho ho ha ha ha” and then, well,
people start laughing.
Usually for no
reason. Laughers walk around, make eye
contact and do whatever silly thing the

Old Town’s
Greatest Tour

WANTED:
CHILDCARE PROFESSIONALS

35 Monuments, Markers, &
Attractions

Supervisors-Teachers-Assistants and Aides
Now Open in Our Second Location
Emphasis on Self-esteem and Social Skills
Preparing Children
for Their School Years Ahead

Inquire about Qualifications &
How to apply
at: al8643@hotmail.com

AND the
Fredericksburg Battlefields
Weddings Reunions
Shuttles Parties
Group Outings
Fredericksburgtrolley.com

540-898-0737
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Life Lessons

One Attorney’s Journey

from wildlife, a to z

to collaborative divorce

by collette caprara

Just as scientists have looked to
nature for principles used in creating
durable structures and inventions such as
tiny flying drones, creatures in the wild
might also carry a lesson regarding how
we live our lives. In particular, I was
struck by two examples of cooperation
and relationship that allow two species to
survive.
I learned that red fire ants can
sense a rise in water level as the threat of
a flood emerges. As the waters rise, they
begin linking legs and jaws until, by the
hundreds, they form a pancake-shaped
raft. Scientists who recently studied this
phenomenon were amazed to see in their
tests that the raft was virtually
unsinkable. While, each on its own, the
ants would have drowned immediately, the
living raft can survive for months — or
until it floats along and bumps against a
tree on which they all can disembark. The
ants provide a living lesson of the value of
“sticking together!”

Another example I learned about
during a trip to Africa is the herding
instinct of the zebra. I had always felt
that zebras lost out when it came to
camouflage. There they are, living on
grassy plains with coloring similar to the
easily identified jail suits of yesteryear —
seemingly open prey for a hungry lion.
Then I learned the amazing way
those black and white stripes actually do
provide camouflage necessary for survival.
Predators typically stalk out their prey,
identifying and attacking the weakest of
the herd. But zebra herds hang tightly
together. To a lion the zigzag mass hardly
looks like a herd — much less a group of
individuals from which a straggler could
be targeted. For zebras, cohesion makes
the difference between being a victim or a
survivor… Just a point to ponder!
Collette Caprara is a writer and artist.
She also illustrated the zebras
(called “BFF”
for this story).

Days Gone By
Courtesy of the William T. Garnett Collection

By blanton massey
For Sue Williams a legal career is
about finding solutions. During her many
years of practicing family law in the
traditional way, she often saw settlement
negotiations blocked by the other lawyer’s
trial-oriented education and experience as
a litigator. The combative negotiations
clouded the couple’s ability to see what a
fair solution would look like, and cases
that should have settled ended up going to
court.
Sue became a certified mediator
in 2000 because she saw the value added
by the mediator facilitating negotiations
between sometimes hostile parties and
helping them steer a course through the
conflicting lawyers’ opinions. Mediated
settlements often involved trade-offs and
compromises that met the parties’ unique
needs differently from the way a judge
would have done it, so in reviewing such
agreements lawyers were frequently
unfairly critical.
Several years later, Sue heard of
a new process called “Collaborative
Divorce” in which lawyers and their clients
sign a contract agreeing to negotiate

openly and in good faith. They also agree
that if they cannot settle, they must get
new lawyers if they want to go to court.
She enthusiastically completed the special
training required and began offering the
Collaborative process as an alternative to
both litigation and mediation.
Sue pointed out that as a
mediator—a neutral— she could not give
legal advice, and the mediation process did
not easily integrate help from other
professionals, such as financial planners
and children’s counselors. “I found the
Collaborative Team approach offered the
parties the structure and support that
they didn’t easily get in mediation and
couldn’t get in litigation. If the matter is
not resolved then every Team member is
off the case. What better incentive can
there be to help the couple agree than
that?” The lawyers’ agreement not to be
involved in any subsequent litigation is
essential to the success of the
Collaborative process. “In my very first
case I was surprised at how readily my
client accepted the fact that I would not
be able to represent her further if the case

ARCHER DI PEPPE

did not settle. When my client saw
how the process focused on the
children and coming up with a fair
settlement, there was no thought
that the matter would ever wind up
in court.”
“I discuss the Collaborative
process
in
every
divorce
consultation,” says Sue. “I want people to
know there is an alternative to court, a
less painful way to deal with their
separation and move forward with their
lives. Cases involving marital fault so often
end up in bitter protracted litigation, but
my experience has been that I am able to
handle them Collaboratively with much
less conflict.”
While this may seem
counterintuitive, Sue explains that the
attorneys know the impact of “at-fault” in
a courtroom and can help the couple build
that into the “what is fair” discussion.
What often drives cases to litigation is the
hurt and anger the couple feel toward
each other.
The inclusion of a
communications coach (a specially trained
mental health professional) dramatically
reduces conflict and facilitates agreement

THE POETRY MAN

CAGA

- BY FRANK FRATOE

Insurance Riders Estate Settlements
Divorce Cases Damage Claims
Oral or Written Appraisals

You make everything all right. –
Phoebe Snow

SPECIALIZING IN ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES

Certified Appraiser
Certified Appraiser’s Guild of America

(540) 373-9636

Learn about our adoption opportunities
in Russia, China and Guatemala

301-587-4400

Cradle of Hope Adoption Center

540-786-0630
1285 Carl D. Silver Parkway
Central Park

DHL
UPS
FedEx
U.S.Mail
Motor Freight
Taken today, this shot would show the Museum garden on the left
and Heritage Gifts in the Bank building.
Reach William T. Garnett at 540-424-2448.
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Custom Packing
Notary on & off Site
Passport Pictures
Fax Services

Beryl & Dick West, Owners

1 FREE BOX

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9-7; Sat: 10-3

Up to 18”x18”x18” (Value up to $6.16)
When packed & shipped by us
WITH THIS AD expires 12/30/12

F irst Warmth
The first warm day of March
settles on the land and stirs
waiting atoms deep within soil,
like people who are lost and
find themselves in each other.
You can feel shoots escaping
ground and buds jostling stems
to prove the lie about winter,
like people who are found and
lose themselves in each other.

www.fredericksburgshipping.com

Yo u r P a c k a n d S h i p S o l u t i o n !

Sue and Blanton (pictured) are
attorneys and members of the
Fredericksburg Area Collaborative
Professionals.

Every Child Deserves A Family

CERTIFIED APPRAISER

adipeppe@aol.com

in a way not seen in mediation or
litigation.
“I am not trained as a
therapist,” explains Sue; “I am happy to
have a professional coaching both people
on how to set aside their emotions long
enough to communicate the best interests
of the children. With the coach present,
the couple become better listeners and
give and take in a way that never occurs in
litigated cases. I do find clients have
concerns about the upfront costs, but
they do not realize that litigation costs
increase exponentially the closer you get
to trial, and ultimately far exceed the cost
of the Collaborative process.”

online:
www.save7lives.org

Frank Fratoe lives in the city and
writes from the heart.

in person:
Dept. of Motor Vehicles
front porch fredericksburg
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